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“But seek first the kingdom of God and His righteousness,
and all these things shall be added to you” (Matthew 6:33)

“Bear one another.s burdens,
and so fulfill the law of Christ” (Galatians 6:2)
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CONQUERING YOUR
PERSONAL GOALS

The title of this book is not a proposal for you to have
the same desires of Alexander the Great, Napoleon Bonaparte
or Hitler. We will not teach you people to dominate or conquer
nations, but we will show you a safe environment for you to
conquer your personal goals. This book will help you succeed
with your work, with your family, your business, at school, at
church, at the club in your neighborhood or community group
in which you participate.

You may conquer all your dreams of  wealth, prosperity,
success, fame, beauty, love and happiness. Everything that is
desired can be obtained because you are a very special child
for the Creator and deserves every best that life can offer to
mankind on the entire planet. However, to conquer your
dreams, there are certain spiritual rules you need to know and
especially, practice them to get those positive results.

The American writer Norman Vicent Peale (1898-1993)
stood out as the major disseminator of  positive thoughts. One of
his quotes: “Change your thoughts and you can change your world”,
has revealed that our thoughts have great power and influence in
human life, determining a happy or unhappy destination.

The power of  Positive Thinking or the Law of
Attraction is a incessantly acting force in the lives of all mankind
and will be covered in the next chapters, in the aspect that it



has been attracted more the interest of people on: the attraction
of  wealth, prosperity and financial blessings. Besides the Power
of  Positive Thinking, there are several factors that contribute
to help you conquer all you desire from life, everything you
wish to get and live. We will cover one in special that the authors
of  self-assurance books, when they consider it, just as an
additional component. However, this factor is essential for
that everything good happen in your life.

It is thought in Christian churches that the blessings of
financial prosperity is a reward for those who have faith and
act according to the Word of  God described in the Bible. But
how do we explain about wealth people who are not Christian
and do not follow the same principles followed by religious
people? The Christians learn at the church that, to be financially
blessed, he needs to give their offerings and comply with the
biblical commandments to tithe. Being a faithful Christian, God
will reward him with financial prosperity. However, it is an
unmistakable fact that God distributes its wealth to Christians
and non Christians. Even the atheists who have never given a
penny to any Christian church might become rich and
prosperous. Certainly, there is a determinant factor in the
acquisition of wealth that is independent of religious belief.

The books teach that the Law of Attraction does not
work in your life because you think the wrong way. If  you wish
to be rich, but thinks “I don.t want to be poor”, the Law of
Attractions would understand that you want to be poor and
not rich, because it does not consider words or thoughts of
denial. These books also teach simply because you do not think
enough about abundance richness, as if  the achievement of



wealth was a result of  just positive thoughts. Moreover, we
want to dispel that myth that thoughts of abundance attract
wealth. Other authors mention that you must develop the spirit
of gratitude in relation to life itself in order you receive the
good things you want. That is, you just receive things in advance
for that you believed that you already received.

Those factors are secondary, because even though you
follow these recommendations, you still won.t have any
guarantees that the Law of  Attraction will manifest. You may
have noticed that the Law of Attraction does not always work
although you might follow all the tips of  the books. You wish a
lot, have many dreams, but nothing happens in your life because
you do not know the real key to transform anyone.s life.

That is the secret for your transformation inside as well.
Doing so, all your life will flow in peace, well being and
prosperity. It is a simple and easy task, However, it is very
laborious. The only requirement embark on this path to
prosperity is to have good will. When you have good will, it is
easier to conquer.

You are someone very much capable to transform not
only your world, but the world of those around you, making
it more beautiful and happier. In this book, you will learn the
fundamental principle that leads to life, to success, to
achievements and prosperity. Experience these principles in
your daily life, in everything that happens to you, and you will
find after a while the amazing transformation that will happen
in your life.





THE REAL SECRET

This book will teach you the fundamental basics for
achieving everything you want. Without this knowledge,
everything you.ve read and learned about the Law of
Attraction has little or no effect. It doesn.t matter your status
in society, as everything that will be revealed in this book has
an universal nature, applicable to any person without
distinction of sex, race, color or religious belief.

The real secret is that the other books did not mention
yet, is to HELP OTHERS. That is the spiritual foundation to
begin attracting prosperity. You will learn in this work that the
good things you wish for your life, such as wealth, happiness,
health, beauty, satisfaction, success, fame, your dreams coming
true and everything you want, only happens when you realize
that you need a generous mind and an effective disposition to
help others.

The charity, or any assistance to anyone in need of  help,
is the secret that you did not know and will be revealed in this
book. The functioning of that wonderful mechanism to
conquer your dreams. Without this knowledge, not even the
most powerful thinking will be effective. If you wish to get
help from life to conquer your dreams, but first do help life as
well. Helping others, you will be helping life itself  because you
will collaborate on the construction of  a better world and the
Universe (God) will attend to all your prayers.



To live in a better world, with abundance and prosperity
for all, it is fundamental to understand the spiritual laws that
were created by God for the happiness of all mankind. It
doesn.t matter your religious beliefs, it does not matter what
you believe or do not believe in theological or religious terms.
The Law of Attraction is an active and present law for the
entire universe and the knowledge of  how that law works, will
release you from unhappiness, poverty, emotional suffering,
financial difficulties and everything that is manifested in your
life producing disharmony and unhappiness. Helping others,
will also bring you help because you will be using the Law of
Attraction that acts upon the lives of all people, approaching
those who are similar among themselves.

You do not need to use creative visualizations or any
other ingenious techniques to conquer your dreams, because
those practices are complementary. What really matters to
bring effective blessings in life is to help others with regularity.
To do all the good that is within your possibilities. Make charities
and worry about people around you. To help any person who
is in need of  help. Again, helping others will bring everything
you wish in proportion to the efforts you make to help others.

The books of self-assurance will teach the reader the
way to become rich and prosperous. This book leads the read
and others to a path for being rich and prosperous too, as
your willingness to help others will always be an example for
others to do the same. Thus, a large global network of  fraternity
and cooperation will take form very soon, finally destroying
the poverty and misery from all humanity.



THE PURGATORY AND THE PARADISE

A rabbi very righteous was permitted to visit a
purgatory and a paradise. First, he was taken to the purgatory,
from which came horrific screams. It was a room where there
were men sitting at a beautiful table richly decorated with fine
china and silver. On top of  it, there were many delicious
delicacies. There were so much food that they could feast for
all eternity. However, those men were so skinny that their bones
were showing through their fine skin and their popped out
eyes showed how hungry they were.

I just don.t understand why they suffered so much. The
rabbi paid more attention and noticed that those men.s elbows
were reversed, so that they could not bend their arms and
take those delicacies to their mouth. They tried to eat by
themselves, but they couldn.t. Then the rabbi was taken to the
paradise, where he could listen to delightful laughter and where
it reined an atmosphere of  celebration. To his surprise, he
found the same room seen previously at the purgatory with
the same table richly decorated and the same delicious food.
The men he found there had that same inverted elbows, but
they were good looking, strong and happy. However, there
was a very special detail: those men were feeding one another.
That is the secret of happiness and prosperity that this book
aims to teach you.

A lot of people who knows the Law of Attraction
superficially are like those men at the purgatory. They know
that there is abundant with everything good in the universe
and they are just looking at their beauty, healthy, wealthy and
conquering every material rich they wish for. However, they



are still ugly, poor, unhappy and failures, simply because they
want to feed by themselves, and do not help others. They.re
selfish, greedy and materialistic, that mistakenly believe that
thinking about wealth and prosperity will attract blessings to
their lives.

You will discover in this book that the Law of  Attraction
will transform your life and bring prosperity, but it will not be
done by similarity of  thoughts or mind fantasies, but with
similarities with yourself, with your internal being and with
your spiritual aura. The wise story above shows a way to
happiness and the achievements to your dreams. God created
men to live in group helping each other. When you mobilize
your energy to help someone, your internal vibrations are faster
and your aura lights up and become beautifully colored. The
solidarity always practiced is the safest and effective method
for the realization of  your dreams.



ACTION AND REACTION

“He who sows iniquity will reap sorrow…”
(Proverbs 22:8)

“They sow the wind, and reap the whirlwind…”
(Hosea 8:7)

“But he who does wrong will be repaid for what he has done,
and there is no partiality.”

(Colossians 3:25)

In nature, there is a physical law that can be expressed
as follows: “To every action there is always an opposite or
equal reaction.” This is the third law of  Isaac Newton, a basic
mechanical physics law that indicates that the forces always
appear in pairs and never alone in nature or separated. That is,
an action implies necessarily in a reaction in the opposite
direction to that who executed the action. Those forces refer
to the forces of nature, but there is a force or cosmic force
that acts directly on your life, performing with great power to
make you a happy or a sad, frustrated person in life.

That cosmic Law operates continuously throughout the
universe and wherever you are, anywhere in our planet, this
law will be acting in your life without you noticing it. This act
is called the Law of Actions and Reaction or Law of Cause
and Effect or Law of Return. It is a law of the consequences
of  your actions. Everything that happens to you is a result of
your previous actions that triggered a similar and directly
proportional and similar that is returning for you. Just like a
boomerang, the actions that interfere in some way in other.s



lives will always return to you. You choose what you.ll be
sowing, but you can.t choose what you will harvest. The
universe gives you the freedom to choose what to sow in your
life, but the Law of Return requires you to pick exactly what
you sowed.

There is nothing extraordinary in this Law of Life and it
is nearer than you thing. For example, if  someone smokes all
this life, one day this person will receive back a cancer to his
lung. Anyone who steals or commits murder is subject to receive
it back sooner or later the deprivation of freedom with a
detention in prison. If  someone betrays the trust of  someone
will get unpredictable reactions from that moral deviation. If
someone is malicious with others, will receive back the evil that
caused or even twice as much. In the bible, we find this teaching
of  return or bad conduct in Romans 6:23 where Paul says: “For
the wages of  sin is death….” That is, the consequence of  your
bad acts is sadness, unhappiness and suffering.

The spiritual Law of action and reaction is continuously
working in both negative and good actions. If  you do well,
ou.ll receive that good back. If you help a person, she will
never forget the good that you.ve made and one day that
person might pay for your help. The apostle Paul, in one of
his letters says: “Do not be deceived: God is not mocked; for
whatever a man sows, that he will also reap.” (Galatians 6:7).
These words indicate that you reap exactly what you sow. If
you wish to reap good fruits, then you need to sow good seeds.
There is no other means to deceive that spiritual Law which
determines people.s fate. The most important thing to do is
to accept the Law of  Return.s truth and conduct your life
sowing good things in order to receive good things in the future.



NOTHING IS FORGOTTEN

Just imagine an inhabited planet distant from Earth with
about 2,000 years-light and if in that world an astronomer
discovered our planet and, observing the pictures that got to
him, could see what is going on here on earth. What would he
see? Cars, roads and skyscrapers? Certainly not, but he would
discover a humanity that existed in the time of Christ. If he
aimed his powerful telescope to the Italian capital, he would
notice a lot of vibrant Ceasers and ancient Roman barbarians
or if  he even turned his lens to the region of  the Palestinians,
he would see the Christianity birthplace just starting.

Everything you produce in life through your thoughts,
gestures, words, feelings and emotions are not erased or
forgotten. They are present in the universe and continually
moving future forces that will return to you that power you
generated in the past. The record of everything that happens
in the world is a “database” called by the Hindu cosmic wisdom
of Akashi Records which in Sanskrit means record of space
or ether.

KARMA

The word “karma” derives from the Sanskrit word
karman which means “action”.In Indian traditional
philosophical tradition, it represents all the good and bad
actions of men and the return of those actions in the future.
The Law of  Karma is the same Law of  Acton and Reaction
applied to the immortal soul, determining that men reap the
results of  their sowing. In other words, everyone is always
subjected to the action.s reaction that they generated.



The Law of  Karma is fair, impersonal and infallible,
even if you do not believe in it. It is always acting in your life.
Therefore, karma is what you produce (seeds) to yourself, to
others or to the world and receives it back (the harvest) as a
result (the fruit) of  what you sowed in the past. If  you plant
harmony, you.ll get harmony, but if  you plant disharmony, it
will return right back to you. You are responsible for everything
that happens to you, even if you don.t understand the reason
why or the origin of good or bad things that happens to you.
Therefore, it is your sole responsibility to attract good or bad
things to yourself.

When you are born, you receive two baskets from life:
one with flowers and the other with thorns. On your path
through life, you.ll have a total freedom to choose what to
sow on the road. You may opt for the thorns or walk over
flowers. On the last day, you.ll do a balance on how you lived
in the world and then return to the beginning of the same road
and start all over again, stepping in thorns or flowers that you
spread on the way. However, there is a very important detail:
you.ll be in your barefoot.

Who is enriched by illicit businesses is destined to get
the losses that caused to others. For those who lives with
struggle and do good to others, is sowing blessings and joy in
him. Therefore, do believe that the Law of Action and Reaction
is relentless and always return for the generator of  harmony
or disharmony to others. Just for knowing that truth that
governs the fate of  men, that Jesus told that man who hurt the
high priest.s servant: “Put your sword in its place, for all who
take the sword will perish.” (Matthew 26:52).



AURA OR SPIRITUAL BODY

Every human being, as every living being, has a halo
energy that emanates from the whole physical body and
involves it completely. That emanation ethereal creates a
magnetic field around the body whose shape, color and
brightness indicate the physical, mental and emotional state
of a person. The perception of a human aura is possible
through a special equipment that captures and shows the halo
in photos called kirlian. Also, there are sensitive people, known
as visionaries, who are able to understand the human aura with
clarity and security.

You must have felt in peace or reinvigorated when
you.re around some people. In other occasions, you may have
felt sad, anxious or uncomfortable when you.re close to
people who do not send good vibes. This inner feeling is the
perception of the aura of another person in touch with yours
and is transmitting everything that is happening internally to
that person.

Thoughts, feelings and attitudes will determine the
quality of a person.s aura. A person without moral virtues
and a reprehensible conduct do not develop a luminous aura.
The vibrations that the human spirit transmits to the outside
world will give shape, color and brightness to it, leaving it
pretty wide and good looking, if that specific soul is good; or
ugly and lifeless if a specific soul is not decent and correct. In
order to get spiritual peace of  mind and inner harmony in



tune with all good things that the universe can provide, it is
essential to develop a personality with good moral and
Christian values.

The aura of a good, virtuous and holy person extends
itself way out beyond the physical body and has a large and
luminous vibration. They usually are people with great inner
beauty that captivates just by one look and have an indefinable
charm. Some, are not even beautiful externally, but have
something in their look that captivates and draws the attention
of ordinary people.

Every person has a special aura to every thought that
he sends. That vibration is called mental aura or thinking aura.
It is a reflex of every thought and idea being considered in our
minds. Every feeling, words, and actions also act directly on
your spiritual body. Through that mental aura it is possible to
read minds and evaluate the intellectual and spiritual levels of
any person. The good thoughts leave the aura colorful and
luminous. However, if  a person issues bad thoughts or
disturbed thoughts, the aura becomes dark and attracts negative
things to us. A person.s happiness and prosperity is directly
proportional to the quality of their aura. If you wish to be
happy and rich, the safest way is to develop a wide, vibrant
and beautiful aura.

On the wedding parable (Matthew, 22:1-14), Jesus
reveals who can enter the Kingdom of heaven. After the non-
appearance of  the wedding guests, the king sends his servants
to call for the party all men they can find. When every guest
was at the table, the king noted that there was a man who did



not wear a wedding vest. Then, the king ordered his servants
to throw that man out of that big party just because he was
not prepared for the banquet.

The evangelical teachings, according to the wedding
parable, that every righteous person will be delighting in the
kingdom of heaven. However, we can learn another lesson
from that parable. Only those who are properly dressed and
prepared will receive the blessings of life. The bridal vests
that Jesus refers to are the men.s aura. Those who are righteous,
good and fair, will always have a clean and beautiful aura. If
you wish to attract blessings, opportunities, prosperity and
wealth to your life, try to transform and illuminate your inner
world and brightens your spiritual body in order to receive all
good things you wish from life.





VIBRATIONS

“Not what goes into the mouth defiles a man; but what comes
out of the mouth, this defiles a man.”

(Matthew 5:11)
“There is nothing that enters a man from outside which can

defile him; but the things that come out of him;
those are the things that defile a man.”

(Marck 7:15)

When you imagine something, your thoughts won.t be
confined to your mind or to your brain. The thought is an
energy that is spread beyond the mind, releasing itself  into the
space as waves. In the same way, emotions and feelings that
emanate from the hearth are also spread through waves that
could be classified as an emotional vibration.

The psychic vibrations that people radiate are spreading
in space are all around you reaching directly to your aura. All
spread radiation from people shall, originally come from the
spirit. Both thoughts and emotions are formed inside the
human soul and manifested externally forming that aura
emanating from people, spreading in the form of  waves
through the environment atmosphere.

These psychic emanations can be classified as good or
bad. However, as they are a case of  vibrations, it would be
convenient to classify them as high or low frequency. A high
frequency vibration, occurs when the mental waves oscillate
more rapidly in an established time frame. And the low



frequency waves oscillate slowly in the same time pattern.
Making a comparison, a skinny person is going to produce
more steps walking in one minute than a fat person in the same
period of time. Therefore, the skinny person is more agile
and his “Steps frequency” is higher than the fat one.s “Steps
frequency” which is low.

When you send a psychic mental wave (thoughts and
emotions), your aura acquires a form, color and brightness
according to your mental vibration quality. Generally speaking,
everything that is good and correct produce high-frequency
vibrations and what is evil and wring produces low-frequency
vibrations. Developing a virtuous personality increases the
vibration frequency of the soul, while the sins and moral
addictions lower those vibrations.

Your aura becomes ugly when you have bad thoughts
and cultivates wrong and dishonest conduct, have disharmonic
emotions such as selfishness, jealousy, pride, greed, indifference,
vanity, anger, sorrow and sadness among other emotions and
reprehensible or moral conducts. Moreover, your aura
becomes nicer and brighter when you send good thoughts,
behaves with dignity towards the others, or has altruistic feelings
among other moral virtues able to deploy yourself  in society.

Everything that is good and correct approaches you to
other people. When you have good feelings, good thoughts
and a correct conduct, the vibrations of your aura become
faster and vibrate at a high level in a high frequency. On the
contrary, everything that is wrong alienates you from people
and society, blocking and decreasing the frequency of  your
vibrations, leaving them with a low-frequency. Thus, everything



that brings you towards others accelerates the vibrations of
your aura making it prettier and luminous. Anything that
deviates you from other people will lower your aura.s
vibrations making it uglier and lightless. So, doing good
and helping others is the best way to improve the quality
of your aura.

THE BOY AND THE COAL

“Who throws mud in others,
throws even more to himself.” (Thomas Fuller)

“To keep resentment is like drinking poison and
hope the other person dies.” (William Shakespeare)

Everything that comes out of  you will transform your
inner universe changing the quality of  your aura. Your conduct
in the world will make you a happy or an unhappy person.
Once, a boy approached his dad and said: “Dad, I.m very
angry. The neighbor.s son shouldn.t have done that to me. I
wish. I wish that everything bad happens to him.” And, crying,
he continued: “Peter humiliated me in front of  my friends. I
want to see him sick not being able to go out.”

His father, a man of great wisdom, leaves the room
and goes to a deposit and returns with a bag of coal. “Son,
let.s play a game. Do you see that white shirt in the backyard?
Let.s pretend it is your friend. The game is to get a piece of
coil from this bag and throw it towards that shirt. Imagine
that each piece of coil is a bad thought you.re having against
Peter. I want you to throw this entire coil in that shirt till the
last piece. Then, I.ll come back to see how it is doing.”



The boy, finding the game very fun started to throw the
stones. As the clothesline was distant, just a few pieces of  coal
hit the target. After one hour, the boy approaches the father
and says: “Dad, I.m tired, but I have finished.”  The father
takes his son to the bedroom and places him in front of a big
mirror. When he looked at him through the mirror, the boy
got scared because he just could see his teeth and eyes. The
rest of his body was all black spotted. Then the father said:
“You see son, the shirt on the clothesline is not as dirty as you
are. The same thing happens when you wish to hurt someone.
We are the first ones to get messy with the soot that is imbued
in our body. Now, go wash yourself  because in this state you
will not being able to sit at the table to have dinner with the
rest of  the family.”

A person who does evil to others and causes harm to
society is contaminating his own spiritual body with his
impurities. There are many people that consider themselves
good, Christian and correct, but are full of small sins
accumulated throughout life, preventing the diving light to
shine upon the heart of  their own souls. Your personality is a
predominant factor on determining the quality of  your aura.s
vibrations. Everything that you say, feel and think makes it
take shape, color and luminosity that are specifically inherent
to yourself.

Jesus, the greatest of  all spiritual masters that already
existed in this world, taught his disciples that the way they lived
determined their spiritual quality. It is not what you eat that
makes a person spiritually unclean, but what she through her
personality. God recognizes his children by what they are



internally and not by the faith they have on Him. On the next
paragraph, there are some gospel bible passages about what
makes a human soul impure.

Matthew 15
18 “But those things which proceed out of the mouth

come from heart, and they defile a man.”
19 “For out of  heart proceed evil thoughts, murders,

adulteries, fornication, theft, false witness, blasphemies.”
20 “These are the things which defile a man, but to eat

with unwashed hands does not defile a man.”

Mark 7
15 “There is nothing that enters a man from outside

which can defile him; but the things which come out of him,
those are the things that defile a man.”

18 “So he said to them: Are you thus, without
understanding also? Do you not perceive that whatever enters
a man from outside cannot defile him.”

19 “because it does not enter his heart but his stomach,
and is eliminated, thus purifying all foods?”

20 “And He said: What comes out of  a man, that defiles
a man.”

21 “For from within, out of  the heart of  men, proceed
evil thoughts, adulteries, fornications, murders,

22 thefts, covetousness, wickedness, deceit, lewdness,
and evil eye, blasphemy, pride, foolishness.”

23 “All these evil things come from within and defile
a man.”

Your aura vibrates according to your personality:
thoughts, emotions, feelings, actions and words. A vibration



frequency of this entire series will promote an attraction of
similar things to your aura. People that are good, generous
and charitable will attract good things as they vibrate at the
same frequency and harmony of  good things that life offers.
People that are selfish, coarse, whisperers, proud,
materialistic, will attract unpleasant situations as they vibrate
in the same disharmonious frequency that vibrate unpleasant
things in the world, such as violence, unemployment, crisis,
infidelity and dishonesty.



SIMILAR
ATTRACTS SIMILAR

“Life is like a mirror, when we smile at it,
it smiles back at us.”

(Popular saying)

In physics study, the magnetism is a typical material
phenomenon which consists of two poles called north and
south. These poles behave as the following: the contrary
poles attract and the equal ones turn away. However, when
we study the laws of  life, the rules are different from that
governing the law of  physics. That is, the similar attracts
similar ones and the opposite turn away. That is the law of
equals or Law of similar attracts similar which is the basis
of  a law known as Attractior.

The Law of the equals is so present to people.s lives
and so natural and unexceptional that it is not perceived. For
example, in a football stadium, the fans are grouped according
to the team to which they belong. In an auditorium, the audience
is made up by classical music lovers and those who like rock,
heavy metal or gospel will be gathering for their preferences.
People are attracted to locations that are similar to them and
there they can find other people with the same interests.
Conversely, it is likely uncommon to find a person in who does
not smoke in a cigar store or even hunting if you do not
appreciate that kind of sport. If the similar attracts them, the
reverse also happens: the opposite turn away. These are some
of the examples that people are attracted to sites or
communities that are similar to their interests and they turn
away from those places that are the opposite to their interests.



You have learned in books about positive thinking that
the attraction of your desires occurs by the similarity of your
thoughts, but this is a “half  truth”. The attraction of  prosperity
occurs by the similarity with you and not by the similarity of
your thoughts. Your thoughts have the power to transform your
inner world, once it is transformed, it will attract what is similar
to you and in tune with your inner self. Similar causes produce
similar consequences. The attraction for the good things you
want always occur by the similarity with yourself and not by the
similarity with the things you think about or imagine.

You will only be able to attract things that are in tune
with your thoughts, feelings, and attitudes manifested in the form
of invisible vibrations around your body which constitutes your
aura. The basic element of the attraction of everything that
happens in your life is yourself according to the dimensions of
your aura and soul that is continuously vibrating, is a powerful
magnet that attracts things to you. Your thoughts are just the
reflection of what you really are in your inner self.

THE MAGNET

You are a powerful life capable to attract just everything
in your life, but your desires need to be in tune with yourself
and not with your thoughts. You.ll attract good things when
you became a good person, but if you.re bad to the world,
you.ll just attract bad stuff. The things you to the world will
always return someday.

Imagine a magnet in your hands. In your left side there
are several nails and on the right side, several jewels. Just for
an efficient example, consider the jewels with magnetic



properties similar to the iron. Certainly, you want to bring the
magnet nearer the jewels to attract them. However, in life you
simply attract, the approach occurs by the universe initiative,
that is, it is the gold and the nails will approach the magnet,
which is you. The prosperity approximation in your life won.t
happen through a mental exercise. It is not thinking or imagining
that you are driving a Ferrari or that you.re living in a mansion
that will make you rich.  That is the biggest myth of  the Law
of Attraction that the authors aren.t aware of. The
approximation of everything that happens in life will be in
accordance to the Law of  Similar. There are magnets with a
rough and dark surface; others are smooth and polished. Thus,
the nails will approach the ugly magnet, which has a dark and
opaque surface and by this magnet the nails will be attracted
because they are similar to each other. In contrast, the golden
objects will approach a magnet with a polished and clean
surface and that reflects the very brightness of the gold. It is
by that magnet that the jewels will be attracted because they
are similar to each other and the gold jewelry “sees itself ” in
the magnet.s polished surface. Do you now understand that
you.ll only attract good things if you develop your heart.s
virtues and a good conduct, making your soul shine and
attracting happiness and prosperity?

You must have read that in order to attract prosperity
we must be in tune with the prosperity itself. Thus, we.ll attract
events, people and opportunities that bring prosperity. These
books teach how to attract prosperity by means of  techniques,
axioms and a variety of  exercises to visualize your wishes.
However, that tuning is processed by your soul and not by
your thoughts, because the Law of  Attraction is not for the
lazy who spends all day laying down on the couch concentrating



on their goals. A Law of  Attraction for the prosperity works
through the similarity with the soul and not your thoughts. A
good soul attracts the good things that approach it. An ugly,
lightless soul without virtue will attract only the bad things
that are approaching it.

It is the good and everything that you produce in other.s
lives that will make that tuning with the things you wish for.
That tuning is the approximation of good things that the
universe reserves for all its children with good will. The
approximation of wealth occurs only when you become a good
and virtuous person. You need to be transformed internally
to tune your soul with the blessings that the universe can give
you. A life of  addictions, defects, poorness and misconduct,
will never bring prosperity to the world of any person, as much
they do all the efforts through their mental power.

If your aura is dark, you will not get any results in
attracting wealth using only the statements and phrases of
mental effect to reprogram the brain. You can.t only attract
wealth by thought because the wealth is not next to you. You
are not alike inside to what you wish for. If  you.re not a
spiritually rich person, how do you expect to attract material
wealth to your life? The good things that bring job are next to
the good people because they are alike. You will only attract a
good think by thinking if your wishes are similar to yourself
and not to your thoughts. If  you wish good stuff  from the
world, you.ll need to be good to the world. If you wish to be
helped, you need to help too.

All that is good in life, such as wealth, beauty, success, joy,
happiness, peace, well being and love, will approach those that



are good and sow good for themselves and to others. Those things
approach the good people naturally because similar attracts simi-
lar, and are easily attracted by them through their positive thinking.
The Law of  Attraction, as taught in the books, works only for
those who are served immediately when they wish something,
think about something positively or ask it in prayer.

The radiance was depicted in sacred paintings of the
past as a halo of  light emanating from the head of  the saints.
That glorious light indicated that those who done good to
others had a radiant aura and for that reason many saints
performed miraculous cures and manifested paranormal
phenomena like being in two places at the same time, occurred
with Saint Anthony of  Padua and the levitation of  Saint Teresa
Avila. They purify their aura through charity and prayer and
any wish they expressed were seen immediately.

The thoughts and imaginations attract only what is near
you. And what are the things that are close to you? Those you
have sowed. If  you sowed discord, dishonesty, damage to
others or evil of any nature, how do you expect to attract
wealth with the force of your thinking or through creative
practices of  visualization? In these cases, the neurolinguistics
programming becomes an artificial and inefficient technique.

The magnet is not your thoughts, the magnet is you. It
is you who attract things to your life and your thoughts are
just an extension of  what you are internally. Your thoughts are
the fruits of  your personality. A mental positive attitude to
others will promote your inner transformation and that
will change you into a good magnet to good things you
wish to attract.



Regarding wealth and prosperity, the attraction occurs
by the similarity with a person and not with her thoughts. If
the desire finds harmony with the person,  she will attract
what she wishes and her imagination will enhance the
attraction of desire. A harpy person will never attract wealth
through their thinking. That person could become rich saving
his pennies, but the prosperity won.t flow naturally in that
person.s life because she doesn.t have the elements that cau-
se the attraction for wealth. According to the teachings of
self-assurance literature authors on the subject of positive
thinking, the thing that you mostly focus in your thoughts,
will reach into your life. This is true, however, it is necessary
that you have a vibrating tuning within yourself on what you
intend to attract, on the contrary, your wished will not be
manifested in your life.

The powerful sorcerers of  ancient Egypt knew very well
the Law of Attraction, the Law of Similar and the Law of
Return. They did not practice a negative sorcery with the intent
to harm someone without first ensuring who was that person
to whom they would do evil. This is because the evil that was
directed to a good person would not reach him because a good
person is not similar to the bad thoughts and the sorcerer.s
malicious desires. When the black magic is made with the
intention to harm a good person, it returns to its own sender.
This knowledge was a secret and only the highly educated
priests had this information. It.s when it came to a popular
adage that says: “The spell turned against the magician.” It is
exactly what happens when the wizard does not know the laws
of spiritual life.



When someone wins the power to achieve everything
he wants, that means that his internal aura is harmonized, but
if in a moment of uncontrolled outburst or an emotional
disturbance, that means he is wishing for something bad for
other person, his wishes will be done if the other person is in
a vibration tune with the bad things that was wished against
her. People with a wrong conduct in relation to life and other
people are easily receptive to attract bad and unpleasant things,
because they have similar vibrations.

What is taught about the law of positive thinking is that
your thoughts are seeds, and you.ll reap according to the
thoughts that you have planted. If  you plant corn seeds, aren.t
you reaping corn? Your answer is yes. However, I.ll say that
will depend on the ground you.re planting your seeds! Try
planting corn in the desert. Will you reap corn? Certainly not,
but try to plant cactus in the desert. You will be very successful
and will have a beautiful cactus very prickly for you.

That land is you and the seeds are your thoughts that
will only bear fruits if  the land is suitable to sprout he seeds.
The corn seed will grow if the ground is good and fertilized.
A corn seed won.t grow in the desert, as well as thoughts of
wealth won.t attract wealth to the life of a person which is not
prepared to be rich. Thus, people with a lightless aura cannot
attract good things for themselves, using their imagination,
because the land is not appropriated for the good seed she
intends to grow. To think about only wealth and prosperity
won.t attract those things if you, the soil, is not fertilized,
irrigated and prepared to get good seeds of  blessings, joy,
happiness, love, wealth, success, fame, prosperity, and
recognition of anything else you want.



You must have wished for something with a great desire,
imagining that your thoughts in the end, was frustrated for
not getting what you wanted. You did not get what you wanted
because you didn.t think right or because you didn.t think hard
enough, but because you were not in tune with that you desired.
Being in tune is not quite believing you.ll get what you wish
for. It is similar and worthy to what you wish to attract.

If someone wishes very much to be contemplated to a
brand new car drawing, is she going to be drawn just because
she wishes and imagines her getting that prize? Does she
deserve to win a car if  she does not help anyone in life? Isn.t
that giving to a beggar that will make her win that car the next
day? That handout does not make an aura illuminate, not even
a millimeter. It.s necessary that you make a lot of  charity to
others to deserve the good things in life.

If your aura is not luminous and dirty by the sins and
bad behavior, you.ll not be worthy of the good things and it
does not matter if you.re imagining you.re living in abundance
as you won.t attract abundance to your life. You.ll only attract
abundance if you have a clean and shinny aura. The prosperity
Law of Attraction, as mentioned in the literature, only works
for good and correct people, and for those of good will that
help others around themselves without expecting a reward,
with a detachment and love to others. For them, everything
they ask will be done by the universe.

Consider a father with two sons: the first is rebellious,
disobedient and only causes hassles for the family. The second
is obedient, calm, and observant of  his duties and only gives
joy to his parents. Which one will be promptly answered when



asking for that cool toy of his dreams? The child that is nice
will have everything from his parents and the bad one will be
just punished. The same happens in the lives of all people.
Being good is the only way to happiness and prosperity. Just
try to understand that the obedience to the laws of God is the
best way to attract prosperity and abundance. Those who help
others, also is helping to build a better world and thus, he aids
the universe to help others too.

The best way to fill your garden with butterflies and
hummingbirds is definitely not running after them, but taking a
good care of the garden to attract them for you. The same
happens when you wish wealth and happiness. It is necessary to
take care of  you internally, triggering the mechanism that makes
richness get closer to your life for you to be able to attract it.
That approach will only happen when you do well and help
others. The secret is not on your thoughts or a creative exercise
of imagination, but it is in your spiritual and moral capacities to
become a good person to attract good things for you.

Whether material or spiritual blessings are attracted by
the light that is inside you. It is that light that attracts good
things. If  there is no light in your inner self, you will be in great
difficulty to obtain blessings in life. Every day, you are building
your future, producing inside you a spiritual cause for success
or failure; to wealth or poverty; to fame or the anonymity, for
dreams or to frustrations. A bad or greedy man can think of
wealth and happiness. He can even use technical neurolinguistics
programming like thinking, wishing and imagining that he.s
rich, but he won.t get it as the good things he wishes for are
not similar to him.



The most important component of the universe is men.
It is you and everyone around you. If  someone harms someone
else, also does to the universe and will get it back. In every
second you live, the universe is recording your steps in
everything and you.ll respond accordingly. The universe works
as a powerful mirror that gives you back exactly what you.ve
created in the universe.

Jesus knew that the inner harmony and the aura.s purity
were as important for that wishes were attended, He
recommended to his disciples to give an offer before God
and reconciled with their brothers: Matthew 5: 23-24
“Therefore if you bring your gift to the altar, and there
remember that your brother has something against you, leave
your gift there before the altar, and go your way. First be
reconciled to your brother, and then come and offer your gift.”

If you have anything against someone or if you hurt
someone, it is very important that you forgive or ask for
forgiveness. Your prayers and wishes cannot be seeing while
your spirit is hurt for being offended or for being sorry for
hurting someone. The sorrow and remorse darken a human
aura, preventing their wishes to be sent and seen by the Creator.



FIRST IS THE KINGDOM OF GOD

“But seek first the kingdom of God, and His righteousness,
and all these things shall be added to you.”

(Matthew 6:33)

Wealth should not be the main goal of  your life. The
reason you were born and came into the world was to acquire
and enhance your soul.s light. The wealth is only a natural
consequence for those who worries and work their own inner
growth and the growth and well being of  others. In the New
Testament, Jesus teaches the real process to obtain prosperity
and success in life: “But seek first the kingdom of God and
His righteousness and all these things shall be added.” (Matthew
6:33). However, the meaning of your soul is seeking to live
correctly, respecting the Laws of  God and helping others.

One misconception that some self-assurance books
make is to teach that you need first to attract wealth through a
positive thought or visualization practices and after you become
rich you should share it with others. It is not like that that he
Law of  Prosperity works, as the true gospel teaches exactly
the opposite. First, you should be transformed inwardly and
help others, and then you.ll receive what you wish for. When
you do so, prosperity will reach your life naturally, even if  you
do not wish for material wealth.

The kingdom of God is not a religious organization
where you are affiliated. The kingdom of God is the presence
of  God in you and in other people. In the Bible, Jesus says:



“nor will they say, „See here!. or „See there!. For indeed, the
kingdom of  God is within you.” (Luke 17:21). And Paul said
in his letter for the Romans: “For the kingdom of  God is not
eating and drinking, but righteousness and peace and joy in
the Holy Spirit.” (Romans 14:17).

If the kingdom of God is the human soul, then that
kingdom cannot be a place where prevails greed, pride, vanity,
hurt, selfishness, arrogance, in short, anything that moves you
away from others. You might be frequently attending a
worshiping cult at your church you might praise God, or
religiously tithe and everything else that the pastor or the priests
recommend. But if you are not good on helping your needy
brother, the good things and the blessings won.t be added in
your life. First, transform your character. Become a good
person that is always ready to help someone. Only so, you can
achieve all your dreams according to the words of  Jesus when
He said that we should seek first the kingdom of God.

Have you noticed that success in life happens for some
people without them wanting it or planning it? This happens
because they.re already formed a proper environment inside
for the good things to approach and those good things being
similar to them, they are easily attracted. The prosperity and
the success will come naturally in the lives of those people
that are not special or privileged, because all men are equal in
the essence of  God. They only discovered the true path for
happiness and prosperity.

In the Old Testament, the Lord appeared to Solomon
in a dream and asked what he would like to receive. Solomon
asks to be able to judge his people wisely and with discernment



between good and evil. The Lord then said: “Why do you not
ask for a long life or wealth, or the lives of  your enemies, but
applied understanding to discern what is right, I give you
wisdom and which is not what you.ve asked, I give you: wealth
and glory.” (I Kings, 3:5-13).

In that biblical episode of Solomon, the Hebrew king
claims that the kingdom of God dwell in his inner self. The
wisdom to judge between good and evil would make Solomon
fair and correct, transforming him in a high moral spirit and a
well illuminated aura for the good he.d do to his people.
Solomon.s desire to help others in first place attracted wealth
and greatness as this is the path to prosperity since the beginning
of human civilization.

St. Francis, in his prayer, teaches men a formula to reach
success and prosperity when he said: “It is giving that we
receive.” However, he says: “Is is receiving that we give.”
Because that Saint practiced and knew the holy laws of God
that provided happiness. When you help someone, or you make
a good deed, you are moving the spiritual forces in the universe
that predisposes to prosperity. After a while practicing good,
everything that you do or wish will result in success, as you
have distributed so much good for other that life generously
rewards all twice as much for you.

There is a mystical axiom that says: “When the disciple
is ready, the teacher shows up.” The depth of  this teaching
reveals, among other interpretations, that a disciple must be
ready to receive the teachings of  his master. The wishes to
receive wisdom and knowledge, but the master will only reveal
it when he is ready. A master won.t show up if  his apprentice



is proud, conceited, arrogant or snob. Remember that those
moral decreases the emanation of soul frequencies and the
apprentice will not be able to receive from his master a
privilege to share his wisdom. Similarly, his inner master will
only appear after his is prepared to receive it. This preparation
consists of becoming clean, free of selfishness and all the
imperfections stain in his aura. First, change your attitudes, be
good with people and then you may have everything you wish
from your inner master.

Aristotle assigned the following thought: “Everything
will be ready before the spirit is ready.” I don.t know if  that
sentence is really from the old Greek philosopher, but it reflects
the necessity of a human spirit to be prepared to receive what
it wishes for. All you wish to receive is already available in the
universe, but you need to be prepared for it. Nobody conquers
anything if not properly prepared. The spiritual preparation
for the prosperity consists on thinking good of yourself and
the others. Living this way, your soul gets light and power of
attraction for wealth and blessings.

DO NOT FORGET THE MAIN

“And He said to them: Take heed and beware of  covetousness,
for one.s life does not consist in

abundance of things he possesses..
(Luke 12:15)

There are people that get rich without helping anyone.
On the contrary, they exploit their employees; they cheat and
encourage public official.s corruption. They are smart and hard
working people, but also selfish, greedy with a nonfraternal



character. These are the examples of  unhealthy enrichment, as
the consequences of their actions will return one day for
themselves. These rich men receive wealth from the universe,
but forget the most important thing in life which is them. The
kingdom of God is of greater value in our lives and if we
neglect our spirit, we.ll walk straight to a road that will lead
right to an inevitable suffering. Read the oriental story below
and think if you are giving value to what is most important in
your life.

Once, a poor woman with his child on her lap walked
by a cave and heard a mysterious voice that said from inside:
“Come in and take everything you want, but don.t forget the
main thing.” When she got inside the woman was surprised
with the huge amount of  wealth in front of  her. A lot of  gold
jewels, precious stones and other great value objects. Surely
the voice said again that she could get everything she wanted
within ten minutes and after that time, the cave.s door would
lock itself  up forever. That voice also told her th t the most
important thing would not forget the principal. The woman
quickly put the child in a secure and safe corner and started to
gather everything in front of  her. She could not stand the weight
of  so many jewels and golden coins, and she gathered little by
little out of the cave and came back again to get more. Every
minute that passed, the woman kept hearing the same voice
that said: “Do not forget the main thing.” And then, she
struggled to get more and more of  that treasure. On the last
minute, trying to make the most of  that opportunity, she took
the biggest possible load of  treasure and left the cave that
soon got closed. After several minutes contemplating that
immense fortune she remembered something terrible: she had



forgotten his son in the cave; she just forgot the most important
thing in her life. She had forgotten the key.

If you thing that is important to get rich first and then
share with the poor, you.re at the risk to lose the most
important thing in your life which is yourself, your soul. Firstly,
do well, be good and then the success and prosperity will come
naturally to you. The parable of  Lazarus teaches how
dangerous is to conquer riches before being transformed
internally. Jesus knew how risky it would be for Him to be rich
and not have the kingdom of God manifested in his soul. The
man who feasted with his friends and family and lived with
abundance, was not sent to hell because he was rich, but because
he had a hard heart, lived in comfort but ignored Lazarus who
ate the crumbs fell from the table and the dogs came to lick
his ulcers. That rich man had not developed the kingdom of
God in his personal life. He did not practice charity feeding
Lazarus and healing his ulcers. Jesus knew that those who
conquer wealth without having a good and charitable heart
hardly will enter the kingdom of  God: “And again I say to
you, it is easier to a camel to go through the eye of a needle
than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of  God.” (Matthew
19:24). The same lesson is found in Mark 10:25 and Luke 18:25.

For this reason, the Nazarene master taught that you
should first look inside your inner self, developing the qualities
and virtues of the spirit that will create a barrier of protection
against those defects and addictions of the soul that will emerge
with the arrival of  wealth such as pride, vanity, lust, cupidity,
greed, among others.



Some people, who have not yet developed the kingdom
of God inside them, express the desire to do good when they
get rich. They make plans and promises to help people when
they get rich. However, if they make no small charities before
prospering, after the fortune arrives more there will be a desire
to accumulate wealth and enjoy the gained wealth. If you want
to be rich and happy forever, first take care of your spiritual
life and help other every time you have a chance and later,
you.ll get what you wish easily, even if  you ask God, as He
knows what you need before you ask.

Wealth does not attract happiness, but happiness attracts
wealth. There are many people in the world that is rich through
their hard work, saving their economies, violating laws, harming
and exploiting others. When they conquer their dreamed
wealth, they become sad, lonely and depressed. They did not
seed well and chose to keep all their money for themselves.
They become rich, but unhappy. However, happiness attracts
wealth because happier people are more productive. They
work with passion and enthusiasm in everything they do. They
are naturally successful in their profession and personal life. A
person who is spiritually happy attracts prosperity because
happiness and prosperity are similar to each other.

The Greek mythology tells the story of  King Midas
that got from god Bacchus the power to transform instantly
in gold everything he touched. In the beginning he was thrilled
and very happy, as he became the richest man in the world.
However, it didn.t took very long to realize that his power to
attract wealth caused him a lot of sadness and despair for not
being able to feed himself  as he transformed anything he ate



in gold. Midas then, asked Bacchus the same wisdom Solomon
asked God to govern his people. The result was sadness and
unhappiness. This is what happens when someone first search
wealth and fortune and forgets the virtues of the soul and heart.
The real happiness comes from the happiness generated in other
people.s lives. A truly happy individual and in peace with
himself  attracts opportunities, benefits and facilities that will
help him prosper as he lives in harmony with the Laws of
God, always obeying them.

THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD

“You are the light of  the world. A city that is set on a hill
cannot be hidden. Nor do they light a lamp and put it under a basket,

but on a lampstand, and gives light to all whom are in the house.
Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good

works, and glorify your Father in heaven.”
(Matthew 5: 14- 16)

This bible teaching clearly shows that a good charity
work will bring light for you. Your soul shines every time when
you practice the love and the more you help others, more that
spiritual radiating shine remains in your soul. Practicing charity
constantly illuminates the soul, and makes people beautiful
developing a personal magnetism of attraction. This is the path
to acquire inner light and to make your aura clean. This is the
way your requests will be met, by the similarity with you and
not with you think, dream or imagine.

“While you have the light, believe in the light, that you may
become sons of  light. These things Jesus spoke, and departed, and was
hidden from them.” (John 12:36)



“He who loves his brother abides in the light, and there is no
cause in stumbling in him.” (I John 2:10)

“For you were once darkness, but now you are light in the Lord.
Walk as children of  light.” (Ephesians 5:8)

“You are all son of  light and sons of  the day. We are not of  the
night nor of darkness.” (I Thessalonians 5:5)

The light attracts all that is beautiful, good, harmonious
and happy. The absence of  light attracts disharmony, sadness,
debts, failures and disappointments. It is not only by positive
thinking that you are getting success and wealth in life. First,
you must change your inner world, acquiring a bright and
beautiful aura for your thoughts and imaginations to enhance
the attraction of  your desires. Without a clean and smooth
aura, the abundance thoughts will be innocuous and will not
attract anything. God knows His children through the light
that emanates from their aura. Thus, life can only answer
prosperity requests from those who have an internal light and
for this reason they are called “sons of light”.

THE POWER OF THE SOUL

There is a wonderful Diving Light inside you. That
spiritual light always shines when you live in harmony with the
universal laws that governing the lives of men on Earth. When
you help others or almost any gesture of  kindness or perform
any action that results in a good deed to any living being, your
divine light is internally manifested. The more you help others,
more spiritual light will shine and remains ignited. But if you
are not doing any good to others, that light will be eclipsed by
the sins and the materiality of  worldly life. If  you make mistakes,
crimes or any actions that adversely affects others, your internal



light declines rapidly until fully cleared. However, the Divine
Light is always present in the essence of the soul. The more that
light shines, more power you will acquire to attract anything you
wish. That is how you become a super man or a super woman.

Jesus Christ was the most powerful man that ever existed
on the face of the earth. His power went out of Him because
he was a perfect man and transmitted in full His divine Light
that existed in His internal world. That is why Christian
theology believes that Jesus was God incarnated in a man.s
body. Once, a woman was healed from an hemorrhage just by
approaching Jesus. aura that soon realized an energy getting
out of  him: “And Jesus immediately knowing in Himself  that
power had gone out of Him, turned around in the crowd and
said: „Who touched my clothes?. (Mark 5:30). “But Jesus said:
„somebody touched Me, for I perceived power going out of
me.. (Luke 8:46). The power of  Jesus came from his
magnificent aura that extended for miles of distance, healing
and attracting anyone who approached.

Virtue and goodness, faith, mercy, forgiveness, goodwill,
compassion and charity are spiritual forces that produce inner
light and that light attracts success, prosperity, cures for diseases
and realizes all your dreams. The realization of  any good and
fair desires will only come true if  the soul emanates spiritual
light as those good and pleasant from life are next to all good
hearted souls as determines by the Law of  Equals.

If  you have many more virtues, and if  your aura is clean
and luminous, say with conviction daily: “I want this…”, “I
will get that…”and you will get what you wish. The time to see
your wish realized will depend on how much light you have



inside. The holy man quickly realizes everything he wishes or
plans. Only the saints can perform miraculous cures as they
developed great inner light and their inner light is able to make
anything happen. Saints acquired that power thorough by
charity and not through faith. No one becomes holy only by
faith but for the good they realize to others and the humanity.
The manifested divine light in an aura is an existing power
inside you able to attract all the goods that the universe can
offer. If  you actions in life are service and volunteer work for
the good of  others, all you wish will be realized.

Jesus Christ was a holy and perfect man. He just said
once and His desire was attended instantly, as His soul has
intense light, a sun of  virtues and power. Neither is true that
Saul (later Paul) of  Tarsus was temporarily blind to see the
wonderful radiating Divine Light. In Mark 1:40-42 and Matthew
8:2-3, there is a history of  a leper man instantly healed by Je-
sus. It was not a miracle or a supernatural thing, but a power
that is at your scope and to any person applying it in their
lives, the true laws of  God for happiness and prosperity.
Nobody holds the same miracles Jesus did because it did not
exist other person in the face of Earth that loved so much the
others as Jesus Christ did. Millions of  people ignore others
and yet receive good things and riches of the world only
because they believe in the existence of a God and have faith
that Jesus is the Savior.

The master of all masters taught men the universal laws
of prosperity attraction that are available for those who want
to apply it on their lives. The power to achieve the desires is at
your scope, as Jesus said: “Most assuredly, I say to you, he
who believes in Me, or else believe Me, the works that I do he



will do also; and greater works than these he will do, because I
go to my Father.” (John 14:12). It is the light of  the soul that
let you with super powers to achieve anything you want. This
spiritual power is available to act simply when you develop
your inner light by helping others, doing charity, praying and
obeying the laws of God that are the universal laws that provide
harmony and light. The achievement of  that power will not
depend on your religion. You do not need to be Christian to
acquire that super power, as it comes from within your soul
for anyone to realize all that they want to their own lives.

The excessive pride and selfishness are the two major
defects of  character that differ people from each other. The
internal energy vibrates slowly when these moral defects are
present in the moral human personality. Selfishness prevents
anyone from helping others and to exercise charity in favor of
someone in need. A selfish feeling of wanting everything will
deviate you from the blessings of  life. So Jesus taught the
parable of  talents: “For to everyone who has, more will be
given, and he will have abundance; but from him who does
not have, even what he has will be taken away.” (Matthew
25:29). Have what? An inner light. The moral virtues are the
richness of a human soul and a powerful magnet to attract
prosperity and abundance in material life. For those who have
that inner light, will be given everything they ask, and for those
who do not have it, even if  they have just a few, will be taken
away and they will live in poverty and financial struggles.

There are faithful Christians that give their offerings and
tithes, but that prosperity never shows. As for others, equally
Christians, all the doors are open and the abundance is fully



present in their lives. There are readers reading the books on
Law of Attraction, practice the self-assertion exercises and
creative visualization, but nothing different happens in their
lives. For others, once they begin to read and practice,
everything starts to process and growing financial
opportunities start to emerge. The difference between success
and failure or between wealth and poverty is in everyone.s
internal capacity to help others, creating light to their soul and
purifying their aura. Only good people, who do help all the
time, donating themselves in benefit of  others, will have the
ability to attract a legitimate material and spiritual wealth for
their lives.

The reason why your wishes are not seen by the universe,
despite of your thoughts being turned to wealth and
abundance, is because you are not doing a minimum good
necessary. Not doing evil is not enough as you will not produce
any spiritual light and your aura remains lightless. Doing good
will prevent you from doing evil and from the temptations of
the sin, because he will live in his own spiritual light generated
by the practice of  good works. The Law of  Attraction will
not act in the lives of evil.





YOUR SUCCESS IS
HELPING OTHERS

“There is one who scatters, yet increases more, and there is one
who withholds more than is right. The generous soul should be made

rich, and who waters will also be watered himself.”
(Proverbs 11:24-25)

Alfred Adler (1870-1937) was an important Austrian
psychologist and founder of the individual psychological
development. In one of  his books, Adler summarized the
following works that we looked forward to transmitting them
to you: “It is the individual who is not interested in others are
the ones who have the greatest difficulties in life and cause the
greatest harms to others. It is among such individuals that we
are able to see all human failures.”

Have you noticed that every company, official or service
provider that cares about their customers and have a sincere
desire to help them is successful in their business and in their
lives? That occurs because it is a natural law of life, in which a
person who helps others is helping herself. Everything that
promotes benefits to others triggers a spiritual approach
mechanism to attract good things for those who do well. The
good, nice and pleasurable things come from an existing
harmony in the human soul that draws the harmony that is
present in life.

In our world, everything that is carried out to bring
charity to others will always have a happy outcome. Any



enterprise that is planned and conducted with the intention to
help their clients or consumer is destined to have success and
wealth. The turnover of any company will always increase and
they perform a distribution of  gifts, bonuses and rewards
because those strategies will benefit the customers. That is the
basic foundation of  prosperity: to help and benefit others. For
you, the others are people you find in the course of life and for
a company or business; the other is the client and the consumer.
Every time a person is benefited, the prosperity approaches the
one who benefited them.  You certainly know that everything
made with love becomes a success and everything which is
successful will result in wealth. So, doing any job or business
with love, thinking about the benefits the others will receive with
it, will inevitably attract prosperity. This might even be considered
as scientific, as anywhere in the world that is how it works for
the attraction of  success and prosperity.

In everything you do, always think to help others. If  you
are a businessman, think on the satisfaction of  your clients,
consumers and suppliers. If  you are a boss, think on the welfare
of  your employees. If  you are an official, do your job thinking
on the satisfaction of  your supervisor, but do not fawn. If  you
are a service provider or a small business owner, do everything
possible to make your customers happy and satisfied. If you are
married, take good care of  your family. Help your friends and
relatives to receive from them the help when you.re also in need.

The law of prosperity and wealth is this: the more you
help other people, more you will be helping yourself in
everything you.ll need. This is the way to a victorious and
prosperous life. If  you do not help, don.t expect miracles. The
universe helps those who help others. If  you are always worried



about yourself, you.re unable to receive help from the universe.
God cannot deliver blessings in your hands if they are closed.
Be generous; open your hands to those in need of  your help.

One of  the employees of  a factory observed that his
supervisor, the founder of  General Motors, William C.Durant,
was working late. Once, with no one asking him, that employee
decided to work late because his boss might need some help.
Durant was really always in need of help and started to call the
dedicated staff to assist him. After some time, that employee
became Durant.s right arm and the distribution president of
GM automotives. To gain success in life, the positive attitudes
are more important than positive thoughts.

Everything in life that is based on the basic spiritual
principle of “HELPING OTHERS” will inevitably result to
success. In order to prepare a business plan, one of  the main
things that the entrepreneur must clear out is that his business
will meet the need of  the market. A company.s future is directly
tied on the aspect of how that new business will benefit people.
“Answering the market.s needs” is the expression in the business
world for that spiritual principle that attracts wealth: help
others. If  a lot of  people are helped, the universe will return
with lots of wealth. But if only a few of them are helped, or
even harmed, that business will slip towards bankruptcy. What
is the best way to become a millionaire or a billionaire with
your business? Is that selling expensive goods for a few
customers or selling cheaper goods for a lot of customers? It
is clearly the second option, that which encourages more
people, resulting in larger profits. The world.s biggest fortunes
are made from business models that took the popular prices,



allowing more people to be benefited. More people gets
helped, more will be the profits that the universe will provide.

It was taught you that a positive thinking and a creative
visualization are likely to attract success and prosperity, just
following three simple steps to ask, believing and receiving.
Positive thinking is an immediate cause, but the basic cause is
the inner harmony and worthiness to receive what you want.
The positive thinking is a more important condition but not
fundamental. That essential condition is an inner harmony
provided by charity and the effective action to do well. When
you help others, the negative thoughts are banned from your
mind, the enthusiasm and self-esteem invade your soul and
you naturally adopt a confident and optimistic posture in
everything you do or plan. Thus, a positive thinking and
imagination will gain great power of attraction and
transformation of  your life. Helping others produces an
emotional reward of joy and everything you want in this inner
scenario will be received with great joy and speed.

The basic cause of  Oprah Winfrey.s success is not
directly related to the positive thinking and the optimism that
she has towards life, but to the charity and the enormous aid
that she provided to the less favored. The more good things
you bring to others, more contentment and satisfaction you
will have in life and more abundance of material resources
will come to you, even if you do not ask for them. Doing a lot
of charity will make a person ha ppy and then rich. All you do
to become an honest, generous, friendly,  brotherly, tolerant
and patient citizen will bring an inner peace that creates a
favorable condition to achieve your goals in life. The inner



harmony provided by charity practices and prayer is funda-
mental for the success in all areas of human life.

The examples and evidences to why it is worthwhile
helping people are many. In 2000, Bill Gates created the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation which is the largest
philanthropic organization in the world. The objectives of this
institution of charity is to promote an improvement of living
conditions, combating poverty and to do researches to combat
the major diseases that affect the third world countries.
According to an article in Forbes magazine in 2004, Bill Gates
had donated about 29 billion dollars for charity since the year
2000. In 2007, Bill Gates drops to a third position in Forbes
magazine.s ranking of the richest men in the world. With the
financial crises of  2008, the technology sector was one of  the
most affected, but Bill Gates had the least lost that year. Bill
Gate.s patrimony was reduced in 18 billion dollars and Warren
Buffett and Carlos Slim Helú.s was reduced in 25 billion each.
So Bill Gates became the richest man in the world in 2009. It
was not a mere coincidence that Bill Gates had the least financial
earthquake that shook the world and yet to be the richest man
in the world. The Laws of the Universe are infallible and are
always working for those working for the well being of  others.
Although that was not his goal, Bill Gate.s philanthropy was
Bill Gate.s savior from the greatest losses of his life. When a
person helps others, will not lose their time and only earns
dividends, whether material or spiritual. See how great is
helping others: Bill Gates donated over 29 billion dollars to
charity and still remains the richest man in the world!

Google has become a worldwide success because they
managed to help internet users with substantially relevant search



results. The powerful search algorithms return fast and usually
in top positions for free. If it was not for the great help for
millions of internet users around the world, Google would
not be the largest worldwide phenomenon of the digital age.
More people you help, greater are the opportunities for you
to succeed in life and gain wealth.

A recent world history has shown that the speculative
business models presents a selfish enrichment form that causes
great harm to the society and the economy. At the beginning,
everything seemed to work and money flowing that easy, but
the universe always returns with damages for those who means
of enrichment. The speculation is a business model that does
not help others, does not generate wealth nor manufactures
any means of consumption for the well being of people. The
speculative business can be profitable in the beginning but are
destined to fail. The financial crises that shook the world
recently, proved that if  a business is not based on the spiritual
rules of  “helping others” it will not be successful and will
attract losses and failures.

Another aspect of that principle is in the spiritual
power that some men have over other men. Why do you think
God gives power to a few privileged that are responsible to
conduct the destiny of others? Why God allows some men to
become kings and emperors, presidents, prime ministers,
senators or any other elective position? Is to enjoy the pleasure
to be served and honored by men? Certainly not. God gives
power for some people to serve nation and society, or to help
people whose destinies are in their hands. If  you wish to be a
successful Politian, then you should keep in your mind that
you need to serve the nation, the people and also help other



people who depend on your decisions. The privilege of  having
power in your hands is not for a personal ego satisfaction, but
to help and protect those who are subordinated and subject
to the authority of  a ruler or a people.s representative.

According to a Japanese writer and philosopher Daisaku
Ikeda: “Those who help with their members with enthusiasm
o develop themselves and to become great people, while
watching them happily and supporting their growth, are leaders
among leaders.” “The true leader is the one who give up his
own interests in favor of  others.” It is not the majority.s choice
that makes a legitimate power. The power is only legitimate
when it is exercised for the common good and for the aid of
everyone under the authority of  who has that power. The ruler
that is faithful for his mission to serve and help society will
have a guaranteed success throughout his public career. God
gives power for those that are willing to help others. Those
who use their power for their own interests will receive serious
consequences from universe laws which results in court cases,
bad reputation, imprisonment and painful karmic
consequences in the future.

Helping your neighbor is a spiritual principle that leads
to happiness, success, prosperity and everything good that the
universe can offer to any person carrying out that principle
into their daily lives. An employee who helps his employer is
successful in his job. The boss that helps his employees creates
a prosperous and profitable company. The entrepreneur who
helps his clients planning to satisfy their necessities and
expectations will attract wealth for his business. A politician
that helps and works to attend his electorate will have a
guaranteed success in his public career. Even the government



that helps its people offering freedom and opportunities of
economic growth, without any tax abuse, transforms any
country in a rich and prosperous nation.

The golden rule of  happiness and prosperity are in the
following words of  Jesus: “Therefore, whatever you want men
to do to you, do also to them, for this is the Law and Prophets.”
(Matthew 7:12) and “And just as you want men to do to you,
you also do to them likewise.” (Luke 6:31). To make your
business a success and attract wealth, you should think on the
customer.s satisfaction, and developing a sincere desire to make
him happy. That is the foundation of  success in everything in
life: to make others happy.



CHARITY

“Blessed is he who considers the poor;
the Lord will deliver him in time of trouble.”

(Psalm 40:1)

Do your charities selflessly, silently and in secret, as God
knows all things that you practice and in an appropriate time
He will pay you. Do not help someone expecting for an
immediate reward. He best benefits are those that arise
spontaneously and manifest the gratitude of a received
assistance, surprising those who did well.

Charity transforms a lightless aura into a luminous one,
and in this condition, prosperity will be attracted easily. The
biblical text below confirms the words o this book: “Is it not
to share your bread with the hungry, and that you bring to
your house the poor who are cast out; when you see the naked,
that you cover him, and not hide yourself from your own
flesh?” 8 – “Then your light shall break forth like the morning,
your healing shall spring forth speedily, and your righteousness
shall go before you, the glory of the Lord shall be your rear
guard.” 10 – If  you extend your soul to the hungry and satisfy
the afflicted soul, then your light shall dawn in the darkness,
and your darkness shall be as the noonday.” (Isaiah 58: 7,8,10).

The good deeds you do in life purifies your soul from
committed sins in the past and you acquire spiritual light to
attract all the good, pleasant and beautiful things. Doing good
illuminates men, as Jesus said: “Let your light so shine before



men, that they may see your good works and glorify your
Father in heaven.” (Matthew 5:16). It is clear that charity is a
spiritual resource capable to produce light to the human soul.
It is exactly that interior light that makes a person beautiful,
developing a captivating personal magnetism, attracting the
attention of other people. When a person guides his life on
the disposition and a willingness to help others, it is very natural
that he becomes attractive to those who are around him.

Do well to other people, especially for those you know
that will not return the aid that you gave. This, the universe
will realize your dreams or repays with what you are more in
need of  help. The value of  a help to another person is directly
proportional to your interest on thinking in others than in
yourself. If you help someone thinking on getting some future
benefits, you have no spiritual benefit. You must help others
for the pleasure of helping only for that God may help you
when you most need it. Doctor Ivo Pitanguy is a very successful
plastic surgeon, famous and rich. In addition to his talent, the
secret of  Dr. Pitanguy.s success is on his conduct towards life
and the others. In an interview for the newspaper “o Dia”, he
said: “What I like to do is helping the human being. It gives me
a pleasure even taking a thorn out.” Helping others is the key
to success.

The kindness and charity is the key to a spiritual success
in life and this book is putting it in your hands. This is the real
secret to a path that will take you to wealth and happiness that
God makes available to men. Greedy and selfish people can
even be rich, but they are not happy and what we offer in this
book is just the way for happiness and wealth. Paul of  Tarsus
says in one of his epistles: “I say this: those who sow little will



reap little too, and those who sow in abundance, in abundance
will reap.” (I Corinthians 13:6). See the relationship between
giving and receiving that this biblical verse teaches us. Thus,
you may conclude that the most important thing is to sow
enough good stuff  in life to others in order to deserve from
life the abundance of  good or anything you wish for.

Do not expect that luck will help you if you don.t help
anyone. Many people lose money in casinos and lotteries in a
vain hope to become rich. They just don.t know the laws of
life and they live in illusions. They believe, as the selfassurance
books taught so, and they just go imagining things and boom!
It happens. The spiritual universe is wiser and more powerful
to be fooled by imperfect and selfish minds.

St. Basilio expressed himself that way towards charity:
“A man that strips other man from his clothes will be called
thief.” And anyone who does not cover a beggar.s nudity will
deserve another name? The bread that you greedily keep
belongs to the hungry and to the naked man belongs that
mantle that you keep in your trunks, and to the one in his
barefoot, belongs the shoe that rots in your home and to the
miserable, belongs the money that you hide.” God does not
want that you give everything you have to the poor. But if  you
feel in your heart you should do it, then do it and a great reward
will be given to you afterlife. But if all donates a little, there
would be no poverty in the world.

Charity do not consists of  giving alms to the poor. There
are many ways of  doing charity without a donation of  money.
You can also make charity treating well the others, being polite
and respecting others as you.d like to be respected. You can



donate your time, knowledge or forgive other.s faults. You
can have good thoughts about the others, abstaining yourself
from evil, and always have a friendly word and never be rude
to anyone. These are the examples of charity practices and
love for others without having to give money. Thus, never
despise or ignore anyone, whoever he is, as we are all brothers
and equals before God.

The way you treat other people is so important that
Jesus condemns the offensive. No matter how faithful you are
in Christianity or Jesus. You will be judged on the last day for
your conduct towards others. It is written likewise in the
Gospel: “You have heard that it was said to those of  old, „You
shall not murder, and whoever murders will be in danger of
the judgment.. “But I say to you that whoever is angry with his
brother without a cause shall be in danger of the judgment.
And whoever says to his brother, “Raca!. shall be in danger of
the council. But whoever says, „You fool!. shall be in danger
of hell fire (Matthew 5: 21-22). Being generous is not only
giving alms to the poor, but also being tolerant, caring and
fraternal with other people, respecting them and never
expressing any prejudice feelings towards the others.

THE DETACHMENT

Harish was a very poor guru who believed to be fully
detached from material riches and lived from the alms he
received from the pilgrims who went to Ganges. He was very
proud for having only tow loincloths as it was his only assets
in life. One day someone told him about a master that would
be the most detached person that ever lived in India. Not
believing that someone else could be more disinterested on



material goods than himself, Harish decided to meet that
master. When he arrived to the address indicated to him, he
was disappointed because he found a sumptuous place with
great wealth. He even thought to be in the wrong address, but
after a while he verified that that was really the address he was
looking for. He knocked the door, and was attended by the
mansion.s servant. Harish introduced him and told the servant
why he was there. The servant invited him to come in to stay
in one of the bedrooms for a bath, a good meal and then he
would be lead to the master.s presence. Then, Harish took the
opportunity to change his clothes and washed his dusty thong
and left it drying in the room. When he finished his meal, the
servant took him to the master.s presence which received him
with great joy and he invited the visitor to have a tour in the
palace.s woodland to learn what one had to teach to another.
Sometime later Harish looked back and saw the palace on fire,
and the wise was not disturbed with that and said that his
servant would solve the problem. After a while, the fire
increased and Harish became very worried with that situation,
but the wise, very calm and impassive, said that the most
important thing in that moment was for them to seize the
opportunity to be together to share their wisdom. After a few
minutes, the fire was spreading in a great part of  the palace
and Harish, very worried says: “Aren.t you going to do
anything? Your palace is on fire!” Then the wise man, without
knowing why Harish was so concerned, said: “I know, but why
are you so concerned about that? Without holding his despair,
Harish runs towards the palace shouting: “Why is my thong in
there? My thong is on fire!”

Many people are poor or are in financial difficulties
because they are attached to material things. They are so



attached to material things that become selfish and greedy and
are unable to practice any charity or love to others. When Henry
D. Thoreau said that “A man is rich according to the number
of  things he can renounce.” He revealed a profound truth on
the spiritual mechanism to attract wealth. A person, who can
truly be free from material goods, might be able to help others
with a love and compassion feeling, without expecting any
reward for that good practice. The attachment to money
prevents any person to practice charity. To be rich, you must
first learn to detach yourself from money and be generous
with others.

EVERYTHING WILL BE WELL REWARDED

There was a man that had no virtue in his soul, and
lived a life full of  addictions and sins. One day, he got home
very late after a night out and he went straight to bed, but he
could not sleep as a cat, which had fallen into a well near the
house, cried desperately. He turned and tossed, he put the
pillow on his head, but nothing worked. As he kept listening
to the cat.s shouts, he had no other choice but to get up and
go rescue the cat. Even though he went out to the well
grumbling and threw a rope to the bottom of  the well and
then removed the cat, after that he returned to bed and fell
asleep. Some year later, this man died and went to a purgatory
and stayed there for a long time suffering until one day an
angel passed by near that place and he heard the repeatedly
lamentations of that man. His screams was so painful that the
cries of pain moved the angel that he stopped and tried to
find out from where those weeping came. He walked a bit
towards that voice and found out that it came out from a pit
so odoriferous that the angel took a step back. Covering his



nose, the angel looked down and saw that horrific man claiming
for help. The angel could not do much as he did not have a
rope to take him out of there. Then, he got away from the well
when he listened to the voice of God that said: “Go back
there and look again”. When he looked, he saw the very same
man who saved a cat from the well and in that instance the
angel appeared next to a rope. Then the angel threw the rope
and saved that man. The moral of this story is that all the good
you do in favor of others will not be forgotten by God. Despite
of  doing well to others, or you don.t become a millionaire as
you wish, or do not realize the greatest dream of your life, be
calm because God will not forget of any gesture of love you
do for others and you will be rewarded some day.

GIVE FOR FREE WHAT YOU HAVE
RECEIVED FOR FREE

“Therefore, whatever you want men to do to you, do also to
them, for this is the Law and Prophets.” (Matthew 7:12)

An evangelical moral is rather logical and coherent. Jesus
taught nothing that absurd or impossible to be practiced. In
Matthew 10:8, Jesus recommends: “Of  grace you receive, of
grace you shall give.” Reading the bible passage you can notice
that what we receive without any efforts should be given for
free. If you receive an inheritance, why are you going to keep
all those assets if  it was not fruit of  your hard work? Donate a
part of it, a part of the stock exchange profits in any business
or speculation trade. You do not have to donate everything,
but do some charity with a portion of the money received as a
statement that you are thankful to heaven, and that.s what God
expects from you.



In January 2007, a German radio asked their listeners
what they would do to win one hundred thousand Euros. A
man was prepared to spend four weeks naked in a cage with
some monkeys at the zoo, a woman wanted strip all her teeth
out to keep all that money and another individual was prepared
to swim in a waste treatment plant. But there was a truck driver
Marco Hilbert who won that competition with a most original
idea: distribute to a crowd ¾ of that prize in a public event.
Hilgert did not suggest any absurd idea and was just wondering
receiving that prize; nor used any creative techniques of  wishes.
He won the prize because he chose to help other people. He
put the word of God in practice that says to give for free what
you received for free. The selflessness and detachment of that
man did not make him rich with twenty-five thousand Euros
left, but made him a winner and worldwide known.

Once, a very rich man died and was knocking at the
gates of  heaven. St. Peter appeared and wanted to know what
he wanted. That man said he was very rich in life, he employed
many people in his factory and just before he died, still in the
hospital.s bed, he left all his fortune to some charity institutions.
Thus, he considered that he was entitled to go to heaven. St.
Peter listened patiently and explained: “You were very rich in
the world, and employed many people, but never made a
donation to a school, an orphanage, an asylum or to a hospi-
tal. You had accrued benefits and did the most you could with
them…” Before St. Peter finished, the old rich man protested:
“How did I not donate? I did donate everything o he
orphanages and asylums before I died!” Then, St. Peter
explained: “You did not donate it, you just left it. Donating



means scarifying your own interests in favor of  others.. It is
giving up comfort and tranquility to help someone in need of
help. It is postponing a very important purchase to help
someone. A donation is giving and renouncing the unnecessary
pleasures of life, while leaving something means
unconditionally abandoning all the goods only because you
could not bring them to the other side.





SALVATION

“What does it profit, my brethren, if  someone says he has
faith but does not have works: Can faith save him?”

(James 2:14)

Some Christian churches teach that it is important to
do charity for the men.s salvation, as men are only saved by
the grace of God through faith. They teach that a Christian.s
salvation is by faith and then he can go and practice charity.
This lesson creates in some Christians, a false idea that charity
is not essential for their salvation. For the fact that Christian
does not believe that it is necessary do make charity, as they
are already saved by faith, is that many people in church is
passing through financial difficulties, despite of  going to church
regularly and be a observant of  religious obligations established
by the church. Some religious leaders should encourage more
charity and to help others, because it is through the practice
of good deeds and volunteering that will bring prosperity to
the lives of any person.

The theological concept that men is saved through faith
get Christians away from the true Gospel of  Jesus that says
exactly the opposite: that salvation is the fruit of  charity and
good deeds. A Parable of  tare and wheat should awake those
who believe that doing good deeds will not lead to salvation.
In that parable, Jesus says categorically that the men that will
be saved on the Final Trial will be those that helped others.
Check out the whole text in Matthew 25: 31-46.



In an argument between faith and charity, the Apostle
Paul makes it clear the superiority of  one of  those two
sentiments: “And now abide faith, hope, love, these three; but
the greatest of  these is love.” (I Corinthians 13:13). Yes, the
expressed love practiced on good deeds, is the greatest feeling
that anyone can develop for the guaranteed salvation. The real
saved man, according to the gospel of  Jesus, is the one who
does well and not the one that has only faith of a simple
acceptance that Jesus is the Lord and Savior.

There are people thinking that as it was taught that way,
they just need to attend worship services at the church, have
faith, do not sin, give their offerings and tithes and that would
make them worthy of  wealth and prosperity. However, the
most important than doing evil, is to always do good and in
every opportunity. The true Christian is well recognized by
what he does and not by his faith, as many will say on the last
day: “Lord, Lord”, and they will not enter the kingdom of
heaven. Humanity needs less religious faith and more tolerance
and solidarity with others.

In Matthew 23:25-26, Jesus says: “Woe to you, scribes
and Pharisees, hypocrites! For you cleanse the outside of  the
cup and dish, but inside they are full of extortion and self
indulgence. Blind Pharisee, first cleanse the inside of the cup
and dish, them the outside of  them may be clean also.”

Christians believe that their sins are totally forgiven by
the free gift of God, through faith and being washed by the
blood of  Jesus. If  a Christian has no sin and is not in good
practices, he becomes empty for God. However, if  a Christian
is saved by forgiveness of  God has no sins, nor the love we
acquire through the good deeds. Like a pot of  dirty water that



were all emptied (by God.s forgiveness), and if you do not
put clean water, what will be an empty pot of good deeds be
useful for? Just to be thrown away.

The spiritual redemption process is not throwing away
the dirty water of  sins, but it is constantly adding clean water.
Thus, that vase.s water will become gradually purified through
the addition of  good deeds, till the day that vase is completely
filled with pure water to quench other.s necessity of  love. That
is the fullness of God.s love in the hearts of every person.

Charity and a correct conduct are just as important and
without good deeds there is no salvation. Below, there is a
report of  James about faith and good works. Faith without
charity is dead, and then faith cannot lead to salvation and
attract prosperity. Every Christian, who believe that only faith
is sufficient to obtain salvation from God, should reflect on
the text of  Apostle James.

James 2
14 “…My brethrens, if  someone says he has faith does

not have works? Can faith save him?”
15 “If a brother or sister is naked and destitute of

daily food,
16 And one of you says to them: depart in peace, be

warmed and filled, but you do not give them the things which
are need for the body, what does it profit?

17 Thus also faith by itself, if  it does not have works,
is dead.

18 But someone will say: „You have faith and I have
works.. Show me your faith without your works, and I will
show my faith without by my works.



19 You believe that there is one God. You do well. Even
the demons believe – and tremble!

20 But do you want to know, O foolish man, that faith
without works is dead?

21 Was not Abraham our father justified by works when
he offered Isaac his own son on the altar?

22 Do you see that faith was working together with his
works, and by worksfaith was made perfect?

23 And the Scripture was fulfilled which says: “Abraham
believed God, and itwas accounted to him for righteousness.
And he was called the friend of God.

24 You see then that a man is justified by works, and
not by faith only.

25 Likewise, was not Rahab the harlot also justified by
her works when she received the messengers and sent them
out another way?

26 For as the body without the spirit is dead, so faith
without works is also dead.

Some people praise God at the church and appear to
be good and true children of  God. But outside the temple,
they do not live according what is expected from a Christian,
especially in regards to helping other people that for many it
is just a detail in Christian life, as having faith, they believe to
be already saved by the grace of God. The faith of these
believers is similar to a faith that honors their lips, but ignores
the obedience of God.s will, translated on the moral teachings
of  Jesus Christ. The Old Testament very clearly sets out the
conduct of many Christians who only value the faith:
“Therefore the Lord said: „Inasmuch of these people draw
near with their mouths and honor me with their lips, but have



removed their hearts far from me and their fear toward me is
taught by the commandment of men.. (Isaiah 29: 13).

However, as it is taught on modern Christian theology,
if  a Christian.s saved by faith and do not realize good deeds,
that means he is not saves, because if  he was, he would be the
first to make lots of  charity. Nobody becomes good only
through faith believing he is good. You will become good when
doing good things for others. A true saved Christian is that
which is always ready to help others as he was saved for that.
Good deeds will pass, then, that will be an indication or a
salvation thermometer, revealing who is really saved. The one
who makes a difference in the lives of others is really saved.

Believing that salvation foregoes the good works of
charity is the same as saying something very natural that as a
worker receives first his pay and then leaves for work. Nowhere
in this world there is an order like that, as the natural and logical
order of things it happens as first you go to work and then get
paid. Then, the charity, supported by faith should be first
applied for the salvation to be confirmed in a Christian.s
faithful life. The salvation can only be by faith if that faith is on
the salvation by good works.

Do not believe in a religious leader who tells that it is
not important to do charity and the important thing is having
faith. However, even the demons believe in God, what is so
special on that faith alone? Isn.t that a similar faith of the
demons which do not practice charity? (James 2: 19) “You
believe that there is one God. You do well. Even the demons
believe – and tremble!” What makes a person a child of God



is not faith in God, but the good works he practices. The
Christians that do not practice good works won.t have a
guaranteed salvation, and for that reason, you can safely say
that helping others lead to salvation.



THE SPIRITUALS ARE RICHER
AND CHRISTIANS DONATE MORE

“He who has pity on the poor lends to the Lord,
and He will pay back what he has given.”

(Proverbs 19:17)

The reality of the facts has great power to convince in
any argument. Only the truth, presented to the unbelievers.
eyes, have the power to persuade a mind that refuses to accept
the truth. In Brazil, a country where the spiritism doctrine found
a fertile ground for its development, had published in August
29th, 2007, in Globo Newspaper, a research of the Brazilian
Institute of Statistics and Geography (BISG), reveals a
relationship between family income and religion. It appeared
in the report entitled “Spirituals are Richer and Christians
Donate More”, that spiritual families had three times more
income than the average income of  the Pentecostal Christians
in a ratio of $3.796/1.271. The BISG research also found that
the Protestants spend more on tithes payments, offerings and
donations to their churches with about 21.4% of the family
income, and may reach 34% among the other evangelical
churches. However, the spirituals are those who donate less to
their religious institutions with about 8.2% of their income
(NOTE 1).

Thus, we concluded that most evangelicals give more
offerings and pay more tithes, but they are poorer than the
spirituals that do more philanthropy charity. You may not
believe on what the message of this book is trying to transmit,



but the reality of  the facts is there is no chance in denying.
Doing charity with the good will of your heart attracts wealth
and prosperity, as God favors those who make good deeds. It
is not that one who just have faith, but those who help others
is a favorite of God and the greatest in His kingdom.

The result of that research was an unequivocal result
of  this book.s thesis. The Brazilian spiritualist are the ones
who stands out the most on charity.s practice in such a way
that one of the main Brazilian Spiritist states that “There is no
salvation without charity.” A spiritist, as a believer that the
way to salvation is practicing charity, easily engages themselves
in philanthropic assistance services for the less advantaged.
Thus, helping others will increase your soul.s vibrations and
illuminates your aura, thus attracting, by the similarity with
him, which is guided on the practice of  good deeds, prosperity
blessings for their lives. That explains why some people succeed
in life using creative resources of the Law of Attraction and
others will not conquer anything and whey they do it is much
less than they wanted. The difference is on the moral.s quality
of that person and not thinking about more or less or even to
visualize more or less the desire to be conquered.

Christians that belongs to some churches are very
influenced by the preaching and are encouraged to make offers
and give tithes to their churches hoping of being blessed
financially. However, it requires a lot of  care with this practice,
especially when it is undertaken with a sole interest of getting
material and financial favors from God. There are cases of
naïve believers who donate cars, buildings and other goods in
the illusion of greater values of blessings promised by
unscrupulous pastors. This type of  spiritualtrade is totally



ignores by God and the Law of Attraction will not produce
an effect on the thoughts and desires of those who adopt this
spiritual posture.

In I Samuel 15:22, the prophet Samuel teaches to King
Saul that obeying the word of God is more important than his
offerings. Thus, the Christian must understand that to be in
compliance with the commandments of God is more
important than offerings and tithes to the church and those
who does good to others is a true donation directly to God.
To give ten Dollars to the poor and satisfy his hunger has more
value to God than a gift of  Ten Thousand Dollars for a church
to pay for its worldly commitments. If  a donation made to a
church does not reach the poor or the needy, that offer was
not for God, but for men. The real offer to God and which
generates prosperity in your live is that which will benefit other
person, transforming someone.s life. While the spiritists are
richer and prosperous for doing more charity, the evangelical
donate more to their churches and are the poorest. Keep that
in mind dear reader, doing charity is more useful than making
offerings and contributing with tithes to your church.





ALADIM

The Aladdin myth represents everyone.s desires to see their
wishes realized. It is present in humanity.s collective  unconscious.
You may identify universal Laws elements of  prosperity and
dreams realization in that story. The Law of  Attraction only works
when a person is prepared to get what they want. As mentioned
earlier, the esoteric sentence: “When the disciple is ready, the master
will appear” shows that you must be ready for the genius that
exists within you to see your wishes.

On the Antoine Galland.s version of Aladdin.s tale,
we highlighted a text where Aladdin, after being trapped for
three days in a cave by an old magician that said he was his
uncle, came home without knowing that the lamp he found in
that cave kept a genius. “Mom, bring me that lamp that I have
brought yesterday, because I.ll sell it.” Aladdin.s mother went
looking for the lamp, but when she returned with the lamp, he
noticed that the objet was dirty. Then she returned again and
brought water and sand to clean it. As he began to clean it, a
genius appeared of a gigantic size in from of him and said
with a thunder voice: - What is your wish? I am ready to obey
you as your slave that I am for whom possess the lamp! With
fright, the man fainted.  Aladdin took the lamp and ordered: -
I am hungry, bring me something to eat! Then the genius left
and came back soon after with a silver tray which had twelve
platters full of tasty food, wine and bread. The genius placed
that tray on the table and disappeared.



The universe is ready to obey your orders and see all
your requests. But what is necessary to make your genius reali-
ze all your desires in your life? Just by rubbing your inner lamp.
Note that the Arabic fable said that the lamp was dirty. That is
the way many people are: with a dirty aura, lightless and opaque.
Then, the genius will only appear when that lamp is rubbed to
wipe out the dirt. The Law of  Attraction, which is the lamp.s
genius of the Arabian tale, only works when you promote a
cleaning to your aura to make it shine and realize all the good
and useful desire to your life and to the lives of  others.

When an object is rubbed, its molecules begin to vibrate
more and more intensely, giving heat to the object. Similarly,
when you accelerate its internal vibrations, through the practice
of good word or a habit of prayer, your aura will vibrate faster
and as a result of  this process, your aura begins to glow as a
light or an inner flame. The Law of Attraction does not work
with a simple request to a genius of  the lamp. What Aladdin
did before he made a request to the genius? He rubbed the
lamp. This act of  rubbing symbolizes your need to clean your
aura. If  Aladdin did not rub that lamp, the genius would not
appear and his wishes not met.

You are a “spiritual lamp” and God is the electricity.
When you connect to God obeying His Universal Laws of
love and harmony an inner “lamp”, which is your soul, lights
up and all your wishes are carried out. Only through the
practice of good that you will grow inside and afterwards you
will be financially secure. You should work for the good of
all. Thus, if  you do not increase the quality of  your aura through
healthy thoughts, good feelings, nice words, honest attitudes



and willingness to help your neighbor, your  wishes and requests
will not be attended by the universe.

The Law of Attraction is a cosmic law and in order for
that law to act in your life, it is necessary that you are in harmony
with the universe. Those that harm the others cannot be in
harmony with the universe and for that reason his requests do
not reach God.

The medieval alchemists sought a philosophical stone
vehemently as it would be an object capable of transmute any
metal into gold or to obtain a potion for eternal life. But the
truth is that the philosophical stone is not a magic object the
old magicians tried to produce so hardly. The philosophical
stone is you! It is you that is able to process your inner alchemy
capable of  realizing anything. It is your individual fraternal
and spiritual transformation that makes you a philosophical
stone alive. Anyone may conquer wealth, health and a long life
just by making their lifeless and ugly aura into a luminous and
beautiful one. That is the inner alchemy to attract blessings to
your life, just by blessing the lives of  others.

THE PERFECT WOMAN

Nasrudin was having some tea with his friend Mullah
and they talked about life and love: - So, Nasrudin, have you
never thought about getting married?

– Very much, answered Nasrudin. In my youth, I have
decided to meet the perfect woman traveling to distance places.
In Cairo, I have met a beautiful and intelligent girl, with eyes
that seemed black olives, but she was too courteous and very
poor. In Baghdad, I have met a woman of  a generous spirit



and friendly, but we did not have many interests in common.
In Damascus, I have met a religious and hard working girl, but
she was not very attractive. Many women have passed through
my life, but each of them missed something, or they have
something else. Then, one day, I met her. She was beautiful,
with a nice scent, calm, happy, intelligent, generous, polite and
loved life. She was indeed, the woman I sought for so long.
Indeed, she was perfect.

– But why didn.t you merry her, man? - Asked Mullah.
– Thoughtful, Nasrudin decided to take another sip of

tea and said: Oh, my friend! Unfortunately, she was also looking
for a perfect man.

This Sufi tradition tale teaches, among other readings,
that you will receive from live according to what you are. Isn.t
that what we are trying to convey in this book? Narusdin tried
to find a perfect woman, everyone wants a perfect life full of
blessings. Everybody wants beauty, health, wealth, fame and
everything that brings fulfillment and satisfaction. Are you like
Narusdin? You want a lot of  good things but you do not create
a similar condition inside you for what you want.  Helping
people illuminates your soul. The more you do well, more
light you.ll get and become a magnet to everything good you
want for your life.



GLOBALIZATION

The worldwide phenomenon of globalization cause by
shortening of distance between transportation people and in
communication, leads to a new world order: fraternity and
cooperation. In this scenario, the approximation and the
interdependence that was formed between the countries (global
web) put the collective well-being directly linked to the
individual welfare. If an economical crisis occurs in one
country, other countries may also be affected. That is, that
problem can also be everybodys problem.

That interdependence phenomenon is present among
global nations, and also has its facet on interpersonal relation
levels. Your friend.s problem may turn into a problem for you.
Even those who believe that their city.s social problems are
not yours, may suffer with that reasoning mistake. A rich and
selfish man that refuses to help a children.s orphanage may,
years later, be attacked, robbed or kidnapped by those same
children he did not help.

Investing on poor people is a new conception of
capitalism for this new millennium. In early 2008, Bill Gates
pioneered the concept of  creative capitalism at Davos. global
forum. A new age in the global world was starting: In this new
global era, the rich and in development nation.s concerns will
be to help poorer countries and their excluded communities,
with the basics such as food, health, education, access to
technology comfort such as cellular, computers, electronics
and appliances. The year 2008 is a milestone in the history of
this new capitalism. In that same year, Google launched the



“Ten Project increased 100" to commemorate its ten years
and it consisted in selecting ideas for helping change the world,
helping as much people as possible.

The economic crisis that hit richer countries in 2008
could have been avoided if these same countries effectively
help the poorer ones from the scourge of  hunger. The universe
helps who help the universe. If a rich country had helped to
stop world hunger, they would also be helped by the universe
and would not suffer with the catastrophic sub-prime bubble
bursts that emptied slowly and without any health traumas to
the worldwide finance.

In 2005, the United Nations Organization released a
report “Investing in Development” with an action plan to
reduce the world.s poverty by half  in ten years. To achieve this
goal, it would take 135 billion dollars annually beginning in
206, divided between the rich countries that would donate the
equivalent of 0.54% of the Gross National Product (GNP).
Just a few countries have contributed, however, the
Netherlands, a rare example of  cooperation, contributed with
0.7% of GNP and with that solidarity initiative to benefit
poorer countries; Netherlands is one of the few countries to
escape from the economic recession and will not suffer any
impact from the world financial crisis.

In November 2008, the president and founder of the
World Forum in Davos, Klaus Schwab, said that the Global
Financial crisis had already cost the world five trillion dollars.
This is the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression of
the 1930s. Rich countries saved 300 billion dollars to reduce
world hunger, but were forced to spend 5 trillion dollars to



avoid hunger of those who were already with a full stomach.
Definitely, not helping the poor is a bad deal for the rich.

The fraternity is the foundation of a new world order,
both for the nations and the new millennium individuals. On his
inauguration speech, the United State.s  president, Barack H.
Obama, made it clear that a new era of social responsibility in
favor of  others was beginning: “People of  poor nations, we swear
the we will work by your side to make your farms to flourish and
to make clean water to flow; and to feed hungry bodies and hungry
minds. And for those whose nations are like ours, enjoy relative
abundance, we say that we will no longer tolerate an indifference
towards suffering outside our borders, nor consume the resources
of  the world without caring with its effects. Because the world
changed, and we have to change with it.”

Helping others is everybody.s duty as being correct and
to respect the laws of their countries is an obligation for every
citizen. Our planet will only be happy when there is collaboration
from systematically the most favored to benefit the poor and the
unfortunate. Solidarity and fraternity are the fundamental
conditions to the formation of  a better world. The world will be
good when everyone is good. Similarly, it is the green of  each leaf
that makes the forest green. Think about it: If you live in an
interconnected world with other people, everything you do to
someone else means you are actually doing the same to you.

THE MOUSE TRAP

You should have heard about this story. It teaches how
important is to help someone as we are all connected and
interdependent on each other.



A mouse, looking through his hole in the wall, saw a
farmer and his wife opening a package. It was just imagining
what type of food could be in there.

But when it found out that there was a trap in that
package, it was terrified. I rant to the farm.s courtyard
and shout:

– There is a mousetrap in the house! There is a
mousetrap in the house!

The chicken said:
– Excuse me Mr. Mouse, I understand that this is a big

problem for you, but that won.t affect me anyway. So, don.t
bother me with your problems.

Then, the mouse went to the pig and said:
– There is a mousetrap in the house! A mousetrap!
– Sorry Mr. Mouse, said the pig, but there is nothing

that I can do. You know that I don.t get involved with other
peoples problems

Then the mouse went to the cow. And she said:
– What is it Mr. Mouse? Is that trap? Am I by any means

in danger? I don.t think so!
Then the little mouse went back home, dispirited and

down headed to face the trap the farmer placed in the house.
In that night it heard a noise, like a mousetrap catching its
victim. The farmer.s wife ran to see what the trap had caught.
In the dark, she did not see that the trap had caught a venomous
snake.s tail, which bit her. The farmer took his wife to the
hospital immediately.

When the woman returned home, she was burning in
fever. Everyone knows that the best food to feed someone
with fever is nothing better than a chicken soup. Then, the
farmer took his hatchet and went out to provide its main
ingredient. As the disease remained afflicting the woman, their



friends and neighbors went to visit them. And to feed the
visitors, the farmer killed a pig. The woman did not get better
and ended up dying. Many people went to her funeral. Then
farmer then, sacrificed a cow to feel all those people.

Next time you hear that someone is facing a problem
and believe that problem won.t affect you. Remember that
when there is a mousetrap in the hose, the whole farmer is in
danger. Do not forget: someone.s problem is everybody.s
problem because we are connected to each other.

WE ARE ALL CONNECTED

“As the precious stones are taken from the earth, virtue appears
from good deeds and wisdom is born of  pure and peaceful. To walk
safely in the mazes of  life, it is necessary to have as good guides the lights
of wisdom and virtue.” (Sidharta Gautama Buddha)

The divine light present within each human spirit is the
reason why we are all interconnected. Imagine a divine diamond
necklace held by an intense luminous string. There are three
types of stones in this necklace that are distinguished by the
ability to reflect the light of  the thread that binds those stones.
The first type is perfectly cut diamonds, and with a rare beauty,
transparent and in the middle of them we can see the whole
beauty of that luminous thread. The second group is very
numerous and formed by translucent stones. These stones, not
cut with that much detail, are varied both in format and in the
capacity to reflect that luminous thread. Some of the stones
reflect more light than the others as they are not totally
transparent to reflect the thread.s white light; they just reflect
the most intrinsic color to its interior structure. The third group



are also quite numerous. It is the group formed by the opaque
and brute stones. These stones, despite of  being diamonds,
are rough, ugly and do not reflect the brilliant light of the
thread. As they are rough diamonds and have not been cut,
they are totally without shine and dark though in between these
stones pass a luminous tread with and intense and spectacular
white shine.

The metaphor presented above refers to the different
types of people existing in the world that are compared with
those polished or rough diamonds, as are found in nature. The
Saints are those stones that convey fully of the divine light
present in the heart of the soul. As ordinary people transmit
only part of that diving light and the evil people do not
transmit any of that God.s light, although it is present in the
hearts of every man.

The luminous thread, which is God present in the human
soul, uniting all the stones of that cosmic necklace, both
diamonds of  great value and the rough ones. Every stone are
connected to each other though this luminous wire and through
this divine system, everything a stone “makes” against the other
will return for the stone that created that action. When you do
something to someone, you are also doing to God which is
present in that person which is the same God present in you.
Thus, everything you do to another person will return to you
as everyone is connected by the same luminous tread. Both
the translucent stones as the rough ones represent the imperfect
humanity, violent and full of  addictions and a variety of  sins.
While the perfectly cut diamonds are the holy men who have
lived in the world and a few are still present among us.  The
bright tread is the interior divinity, the kingdom of  God that



Jesus showed in his gospel when he said that the kingdom of
God is within us. That luminous wire is the Holy Spirit present
inside each human heart. The more purified a  person becomes,
more he conveys and reflects the divine light that is inside him.
This is the eternal path of spiritual evolution.

You have the power to attract anything you want,
because that power comes from inside God dwelling in you.
While some Christians criticize the possibility of a divine
presence in the heart of  men, that is the truth taught by Jesus
when he said that kingdom of God is inside us (Luke 17:21).
The power to conquer your world does not come from you; it
comes from God who dwells in you. In moments of crisis and
difficulties, those who work helping others, are creating an
internal spiritual mechanism for prosperity attraction for the
future. Understand that the safest way is to first help others
and then the prosperity will come to you.





THE TRUE PATRIMONY

“But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither
moth nor rust destroys and where thieves break in and steal.”

(Matthew 6:20)

Your real patrimony is that nobody can steal. The one
that is truly yours. If  you have something that can be taken
away in any way, being fair or unfair, that property is not yours.
It was only borrowed to you. Spiritually, that car you have is
not yours, but it has been borrowed by you. If  a thief  takes
your car, it will no longer be yours, so it was not yours, as it
was borrowed from life. As a book someone lends you and
then you need to give back, every asset is not truly yours.

What is truly yours is that no one can take away from
you. The knowledge you gained throughout life such as wisdom,
a hobby, your profession is totally yours and no one can take it
away from you. A thief cannot steal your knowledge you gained
in your profession, or your moral virtues, but he can steal your
watch or your notebook. Your moral virtues are also a legitimate
patrimony and that nobody can take away from you. If you are
an honest person, no thief can steal your honesty for him to be
honest. This is the treasure Jesus was telling about: the ones that
thief cannot steal, nor moth can consume.

Other real patrimony feature.s is the quality of giving
and never be without it. If you have a book about chess game
and you decide to give that book to a friend, you will be
without that book. But if  you teach your friend to play chess,



you.ll still know chess. The knowledge is the true wealth of  the
spirit, because  you never lose and the more you give, more
you will have. The wisdom of ancient China has long taught
long ago: “Give to a hungry man a fish and you will feed him
one day. Teach him to catch his fish and you will be feeding
him for the rest of  his life.” That Chinese proverb clearly shows
the difference between material and spiritual patrimonies. The
material one is not yours because if you donate or it is stolen,
you will be without that patrimony. However, the spiritual one
is always with you and you never lose it. Knowledge,
experiences, skills and moral values are your true wealth in
life. Nobody takes it from you and when you donate it, you
continue with it and you can even increase it. Thus, you should
value the “BEING” and not value so much the  “HAVING”,
as being honest is better than having money. Being good to
others is better than having a fat bank balance.

In a wake of a rich man, one of his heirs approached
the company.s accountant and said: “What my father had left?”
And then said the accountant: “He left everything.” You do
not have anything that you could not take somewhere else when
you die. All his assets are Bank of Divine Providence.s loans
for your use, but without abusing for your own profit. The
assets and wealth that you have or wish to have are only funds
that you have to generate to get the real spiritual wealth that
you will enjoy in the other side of life. Doing good and helping
others is a job whose salary is deposited into a spiritual account
that can be redeemed when you leave this life.

The rich man is only an administrator of the goods that
God delegated to him. All of us will be called to give an
account for the use of every asset acquired in life. Therefore,



you should be as your faithful butler, praised by Jesus when he
decided to help others reducing the debtors. debts to be
supported by them when he was without those stewardships
(Luke 16: 1-9). Understand that everything you have is not
yours; it belongs to life and God. You are only the
administrator and not the owner.

The true wealth for God is the inner health. You get
into this world poor of spiritual riches and can leave this world
rich from these riches. The material wealth and the
opportunities are only tools for the acquisition of spiritual
wealth. The good deeds you practice in your mundane existence
are transformed into spiritual “Money” after your death. It is
with that patrimony that you will be considered a rich or poor
person in the other side of life.





YOU ARE WHAT YOU THINK AND
NOT WHAT YOU THINK YOU ARE

“What we are is a consequence of  what we think.”
(Sidharta Gautama Buddha)

You are constantly thinking about something and even
when you are sleeping your brain is active. The thoughts
determine very much what happens in your life because similar
thoughts attract similar situations. This is the law applied to
the similar thoughts. However, thinking about wealth will not
attract wealth for you. This is a myth taught to millions of
people and if  they think hard enough about money, it would
come naturally and even checks would arrive by mail. That is a
fantasy. If  you think on something you might realize it, but
money is not attracted so simply and automatically. If  so, the
casinos would be bankrupted, as many people would become
millionaires just by thinking and wishing to become rich,
betting their economies in misfortune games.

It is a mistake to believe that only rich people actually
think about wealth. Wealth is not attracted by the concentration
of thoughts focusing on wealth. This behavior is so dangerous
that it may even lead to fabulous losses. Constantly and
obstinately thinking on being rich will form in the human
personality a greedy character. When the excessive desire to
gain wealth is associated with risky and leveraged business
opportunities, sooner or later a chance of  failure and the
bankruptcy will be devastating.



Because of one man that had this thoughts focused on
wealth, the most traditional English investment bank
bankrupted in 1995. That man was called Nicholas Leeson
and he was the Barings Bank.s derivative operator in Singapore.
Leeson.s ambition resulted in losses of 1.3 billion for a 233
years institution that was a faithful depository of most of its
personal wealth for the Britain Monarchy. The sad end of  this
story was Nicholas Leeson arrest of six years and a half and a
symbolic sale of Barings Bank to ING Bank for a single pound.

Teaching people that it is possible to be rich only with
thoughts towards wealth is a big illusion, and it is dangerous.
Therefore, it is very important to seek spiritual things first and
then a fortune will come easily. One thing you can be sure:
always thinking in abundance does not attract abundance as
some authors wrote; it attracts ambition and ambition attracts
losses and suffering.

Just thinking of money creates an attachment of the
human spirit to material things. The apostle Paul in his letter
to Timothy, recommending that we shall not be stubborn to
conquer and live for the money: “For the love is a root of  all
kinds of evil, for which some have strayed from the faith in
their greediness, and pierced themselves through with many
sorrows.” (I Timothy 6:10). (NOTE 2)

Jesus also teaches that men.s lives are where they elect
their treasures: “For where your treasure is, there your heart
will be also.” (Matthew 6:21). If  you give too much value for
money and prosperity, your life will be stuck to the condition
of  not having material things. Just thinking about money,
making mental exercises of metallization on attraction money



like printing a Universe Bank.s blank cheque, putting your name
and any amount you want or say: “I love money and money
loves me” are resources that will make you a person which
values are turned only to material things. Anyone can wish to
be wealthy, but only those who are transformed internally are
able to attract wealth by means of thought.

Moreover, wealth attraction through your thoughts will
not happen because there are many other factors that contribute
on building an abundant live, such as work and savings. The
use of thoughts to attract prosperity is most effective when it
consists on thinking on well-being and everything good for
you and others. You should always think about good things
and love. So, thinking positively is the beginning of  everything,
as your thoughts will change you that, once transformed, you
will be able to attract everything you want.

Your thoughts, feelings and willing will attract conditions
that will transform you and your life, but will not attract wealth,
or simply by thinking creatively. Thinking positively will attract
favorable opportunities, health, accelerates diseases healing
process, and make you patient and tolerant with life.s
difficulties, producing inner peace.

Your thoughts can change you internally, transforming
your soul. You are what you think and not what you think you
are. You will be not honest just by imagining you are, but you
will be honest if you think with honesty and adopting honest
attitudes. Similarly, you will not be rich just imagining yourself
rich, but thinking and practicing attitudes that lead to wealth.
A beggar is not wearing a king.s noble vests. Similarly, you



will not become rich just wondering you are. The Law of
Attraction, as you learned, does not work this way.

If you need to be prepared for a test, instead of
studying, try to spend hours visualizing and thinking on the
success of having passed on that test. Do you think you will
be successful on that evaluation? The Law of Attraction does
not miracles and does not replace the efforts and work. Tomas
Edison, a great inventor, held great discoveries working 99%
of  the time and wondering just 1%. The Japanese Tycoon
Soichiro Honda, from an automobilist industry used to say
that: “Success is built on 99% of  failure.” In order to attract
prosperity it is necessary to make efforts and by receiving
merits and not only by faith or imagination that you will succeed
in all your dreams.

The positive thinking is just a mental energy that
creates conditions and opportunities for the realization of
what you wish. However, success only happens when the
opportunity arises and you are properly prepared to seize
that opportunity. If  you are not ready to receive an
opportunity in life, through aura.s vibrations, that
opportunity will be wasted and will not prosper. The creative
visualization will not produce any effect on people who are
petty, selfish, greedy and devoid of  any sense of  feelings or
compassion for other.s difficulties. Therefore, we cannot
affirm the only reason a person has not enough money is
because they are preventing money to reach them through
their thoughts. A creative visualization will just produce a
positive result for those who are internally harmonized.



Consider an incompetent employee that is aiming a
director.s position of  the company where he works. He will
not be promoted just by imagining to be dispatching
documents from the director.s desk. I does not matter how
his imagination is creative and full of faith, he just won.t be
successful. But if  on the contrary, he thinks to go beyond his
obligations, considering means of  increasing the company.s
productivity, thinking about how he could help the company
to grow, and finally think as if  that company were his, in that
situation he would have great chances of being promoted to a
director.s position. Of  course, not just only thinking, but acting
according to his thoughts, turning difficulties into professional
growth opportunities.

Therefore, you are determined by the way you think in
your inner world and not by what you are imagining. You will
not bring fortune and wealth just by thinking about it. You
will become rich when you decide to adopt thoughts that drive
you to take actions capable of  generating prosperity. Some
examples of personal conducts that generated prosperity:
dedication, wisdom, initiative, productivity, study, learning,
respect, honesty, sincerity and others and the most important
of  all is helping others.

Wealth is attracted by those who deserve to receive
wealth or are destined to receive wealth to learn to be generous
to others. There are authors who contradict this truth teaching
their readers that it is not necessary a merit to be rich, just
thinking about wealth will do the trick. It is a big mistake. The
universe will not prosper lazy and daydreaming prodigals,
creatively visualizing a wealth that falls from heaven. Those
who are always helping others deserve to be helped in



everything they need, they deserve to be seen in everything
they ask and should be prosperous and successful on every
endeavor in life.

A change of  thoughts is the key for transforming your
life. You must abandon pessimistic, defeatist or envious
thoughts. Adopt a new mindset of  hope to begin to change
your life. Try to imagine you are happy and then, after a while
you will notice an inner transformation. It is not simply
imagining that you are happy, but incorporating the feeling of
happiness within you, as an actor would do on stage. It is also
not pretending that you are happy, or imitate a happy person,
because those attitudes are superficial. We must put some
passion on a positive result. It is to feel happy, even if  you do
not have a reason to be happy. Gradually, you will begin to
have a new perception of the world and peace will become
part of your inner world.

If  you want to know how you are intimately, just analyze
your thoughts from the last time you were idle to think freely
on what you wanted. In these moments, your thoughts are like
a bird that escape its cage and go away somewhere it can find
kinship with itself. If  it is a vulture, it will seek a carcass, but if
it is a hummingbird it will fly to a garden, collect some nectar
from the flowers. This is you according to your thoughts affinity
searching your interests. If  everything goes wrong in your life,
try to change your thoughts.

An eastern master, Sidharta Gautama Buddha stated
2500 years ago: “What we are today and what we will be
tomorrow will depend on our thoughts. If  I sin, I will suffer
the consequences, if  I proceed well, I am purifying myself.”



Change your thoughts, think about wealth and prosperity,
happiness and everything you wish for, but prepare your inner
self  to attract all of  those things. Your soul needs to vibrate in
tune with harmony and the universe.s beauty in order for you
to receive them. If you are a good person to the world, you
will attract good and desirable things, but if  you are full of
faults and reprehensible defects, you will only attract
undesirable reactions to your life.

You plot your destine from the things you think. Talmud
teaches how our minds turn men.s life through a logical and
consistent process:

• Watch your thoughts, for they become words.
• Watch your words, for they become actions.
• Watch your actions, for they become habits.
• Watch your habits, for they shape your character.
• Watch your character, because it determines
your destiny.

It is this way your thoughts attract wealth for your life.
The attraction.s mechanism is far from being a simplistic way
of  thinking and attracting. In this case, it is not by thinking on
abundance that you will have abundance. Or by wishing of
being rich or becoming effectively rich, there is a long way to
walk which starts by thinking positively. Remember: You are
what you think and not what you think you are. You should
use thoughts to be transformed inwardly.  Once transformed,
you will get inner light and wealth will appear in your life.

The universe only helps those who help the universe.
elping others, you will be helping the world and building a
better world. This law is general and applies to all: If you wish



to reap good things in your life, then you must do grow good
things in other.s lives. When you illuminate your aura assisting
others, good things will happen in your life.

A PRAYER

A prayer is the moment when you are mentally
connected with God or some superior being, angel or saint. A
prayer illuminates your soul. When a prayer is in favor of  others,
your inner light becomes even more bright and beautiful, and
your inner vibrations are transformed into powerful magnets
to attract good things for your life. In a prayer, your interior
light shines stronger, but when you finish it, that light will be
gradually erased to a level slightly above from the ordinary.

Charity and prayer are spiritual resources that give
super powers for you to achieve any good desires. Praying for
others, and asking for the help of  God for someone in need
of  help, turns a lightless soul into an outbreak of  light. Those
who have a habit of  praying for others, is quickly served when
asking help for you.

A prayer and the practice of good deeds are the two
biggest acts of  devotion to God. Praying in favor of  others is
a gesture of charity and a charity in favor of other is a prayer
that God wants to hear. Doing well to others is the best
demonstration of love for God, and not even a praise song
can overcome.  Those who do charity love God. “You lust
and you do not have, you murder and covet and cannot obtain.
You fight and war. Yet you do not have because you do not
ask. You ask and do not receive, because you ask amiss, that
you may spend it on your pleasures.” (James 4:2-3).



Not everything you ask God will be given for you. A
prayer with an objective to seek wealth, cars, yacht, farms,
summer homes or any other material thing, and without
providing any material benefit to others, won.t even be heard
by God. Similarly, the Law of  Attraction does not work for
those who wish to be rich to enjoy their wealth selfishly,
forgetting other.s difficulties.

God grants wealth for those who are ready to receive
it, giving up resources for anyone in need. Requesting wealth
without deserving it and for your own pleasure is the same
as a lazy, dishonest and incompetent employee asking for a
promotion or a raise to his boss. That is, he will not be
answered.

The universe does not wealth for your own delight.
These are people who are not prepared to become rich because
they just want to make fortune to live in luxury and
extravagance. They even plan to help a lot of people when
they got richer, but before that happened they did not even
make a small charity in favor of no one, claiming that it would
lack for them.

“He who is faithful in what is least is faithful also in
much; and he who is unjust in what is least is unjust also in
much.” (Luke 16:10). Just by reading this Bible teaching, you
can see that Jesus has taught that a person is what he is; it
does not matter if  he is rich or poor. If  you do not have a
habit of  charity, why do charity when you are rich? On the
contrary, once you are rich, you would have less time to de-
vote yourself  to others, maintaining and increasing your
received or earned wealth.



Do understand that wealth will only visit your life when
you are ready to receive it and that consists in adopting a
willingness attitude to help others when they need. The creative
visualization exercises and self  suggestion work only for those
that already created an inner environment to receive blessings.
These exercises will not produce any attraction benefits on
those people that don.t deserve to be helped by life.



Luck and opportunities are nothing but the return of
the good things you have done in life. The universe returns in
the same extent of  what you have created to the universe. Jesus
taught how to attract good things from life: “Give and it will
be given to you: good measure, pressed down, shaken together,
and running over will be put into your bosom. For with the
same measure that you use, it will be measured back to you.”
(Luke 6:38).

These words show that the abundance is the result of a
previous action that has created abundance in someone.s life.
The abundance is not a faith.s fruit in Jesus or in God. Neither
comes from years of  imaginative attraction of  wealth. You
must first give in order to receive. Abandon your selfishness
and help others to obtain knowledge, opportunities, prayers,
good thoughts and charity. The Law of  Attraction is the Law
of Return acting in your life, offering opportunities and
prosperity for the good things you created to others.
Predominant thoughts of wealth will only attract wealth if you
first change yourself.

All you usually learn about the Law of Attraction and
Neurolinguistics will take a positive effect on people who are
internally balanced with a clean and bright aura. For those in
disharmony with life, nothing good happens. Seek first the
spiritual things and a correct spiritual conduct for you daily
life and others, for the Law of  Attraction, as it is taught in the
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literature, manifest itself  in your life.  You are the cause to
attract wealth, health and success. If  you already do help  people
and has a good conduct in life, you are a great candidate to
becoming a rich person.

The best and safest way for you to be rich is to lead
your thoughts with an interest and concern to serve people
you are related in the world the best way possible within your
possibilities. The secret for success is doing good deeds
thinking about other.s well-being, happiness, satisfaction and
contentment. Doing so, you will not need to “run” after money,
as it will come right towards you.

When you offer good things, good services or good
quality products that can only be returned with good things
for you such as prosperity, wealth, success  and fame. That is a
law and not a religion, esotericism, miracles or any other
supernatural things. The spiritual laws of  life are stable and
harmonious, and it does not matter if  you believe or not on
those laws, as they continue to be working in the universe and
determining people.s fate regardless of  religion, belief  or faith.

The most important person in the world is not you but
your neighbor. When everyone thinks that way, our planet will
be a happy and prosperous place for everyone. Learn to take
care of others as you do to yourself and those you love.
Helping others, sooner or later, will always work out. Begin to
give good examples and soon many people will be doing the
same in a large fraternal network. The only way to receive good
things in life is giving good things. Help others, be optimistic,
be positive thinking. That is the real SECRET.



FINAL THOUGHTS

“The one who saves a life saves the world.” Talmude

“To practice well, abstaining from evil and purifying
your thoughts are all very illuminated commandments.”
(Sidharta Gautama Budda)

“He who gives to the poor will not lack, but he who
hides his eyes will have many curses.” (Proverbs 28:27)

“You can get everything you want from life if  you just
help other person to achieve what she wants from life.” (Zig Zigler)

“Basically, it is a relation with people who gives value
to life.” (Guillermo Von Humboldt)

“The most admirable and profitable companies share
a common denominator : happy people.” (Richard Whiteley)

“Do not do to others what you don.t want them to do
to you.” (Confucius)

“Happiness really does exist: but we do not reach it,
because it is always where we put it; and we never put it where
we are.” (Vicente de Carvalho)

“Let him turn away from evil and do good; Let him seek
peace and pursue it. For the eyes of  the Lord are on the righteous,
and His ears are open to their prayers.” (I Peter 3:11-12)



“Success is a consequence and not a goal.” (Flaubert)

“I truly believe in luck. And I have found that, the more
I work more luck I have.” (Thomas Jefferson)

“An entrepreneur can only be successful if  accumulate
wealth to share it.” (Andrew Carnegie)

“I don.t think it is normal that the best inventions will
only benefit the richest 2 billion people. They should benefit
everyone.” (Bill Gates)

“Money is like a fertilizer: it is only good when it is
spread.” (Francis Bacon)

“Happiness is reached by virtue exercises and not by
possession.” (Aristotle)

“And He said to him, „Take heed and beware of
covetousness, for one.s life not consist in the abundance of
the things he possesses.. (Luke 12:15)

“We are interested in others when they are interested in
us.” (Publius Syrus)

“We can only join hands when they are empty.” (Tibetan
Proverb)

“Goodness is the only investment that never
bankrupts.” (Henry David Threau)



“Be like sandalwood which perfumes the ax that hurts
it.” (Chinese Proverb)

“But whoever has this world.s goods, and sees his
brother in need, and shuts up his heart from him, how does
the love of  God abide in him?” (I John 3:17)

“Those who do not live to serve do not serve to live.”
(Anonymous)

“It is not the intensity, but the noble sentiments duration
which turn a man into being good.” (Friedrich Nietzsche)

“Whoever thinks it is a big deal to do small jobs is
perhaps too small to do large jobs.” (Anonymous)

“Let them do good, that they be rich in good works,
ready to give, willing to share.” (I Timothy 6:18)

“The only place where success comes before work is in
the dictionary.” (Albert Einstein)

“I do not search, I find it.” (Pablo Picasso)

“Giving is a smart way to get.” (Hilario S. Benchimol)

“Everyone will pay for themselves the bad deeds
that committed. Practicing good actions, each of  us is
purifying ourselves. We cannot purify each other.”
(Sidharta Gautama Buddha)



“Everyone thinks of changing humanity but nobody
thinks of  changing himself.” (Shakespeare)

“Things do not happen in this world: they are caused.”
(John Milton Hay)

“Yes we can.” (Barack H. Obama)



NOTES

(1) The spiritists doctrine is widespread in Brazil and it 
has based on Alan Kardec.s studies on the existence of our 
souls beyond our physical bodies death. This religious doctrine 
is much criticized by the traditional Christians whom do not 
accept the communication with the dead. Those Christians 
forget that Jesus talked with Moses and Elijah on Mount Tabor. 
Could Jesus a “gruesome” thing like that with God? The 
Brazilian spiritists are good modern Samaritans: discriminated 
by Pharisees and doctors of  the law, but complying with their 
Christian duty which is helping others.

(2) In January 2007, a couple of  Brazilian pastors, known 
nationally for the accumulated fortune through several years 
of  ministry, was arrested in United States for trying to enter 
the country with 56 Thousand dollars U.S., not declared at 
Miami.s airport. They hid the money inside a bible and both 
were sentenced of ten months in prison divided between house 
arrest and Tallahassee prison. In January 2008, two years after 
they were arrested when they landed in Miami, the church 
headquarters. roof, ministered by that couple for more than 
20 years, collapsed killing 7 women and injuring over 70 people.
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